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Abstract 

Genome instability fuels cancer, genetic diseases and evolution. Fragile 

sites are a source of genome instability, and are defined as regions of recurrent 

DNA damage in genomes. Although associated with many human diseases, the 

basis of fragility is still not fully understood. Holliday junctions (HJs) are four-way 

DNA junctions that form as intermediates in DNA repair and as a type of DNA 

damage when stalled replication forks collapse, and therefore are markers of 

fragility. Here, I identify three bacterial fragile sites of recurrent HJs located in the 

replication terminus (Ter) region of the Escherichia coli genome. I show that 

formation of HJs require DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair factors and are 

associated with recurrent DSBs, detected by DNA-end sequencing (END-seq). 

Two mechanisms that contribute to the three fragile sites are revealed. Due to the 

conserved nature of DNA transactions, my findings may help explain important 

disease-relevant unstable sites in human. In a separate study, the recently 

discovered DNA “damageome” proteins (DDPs) promote endogenous DNA 

damage when overproduced, and thus constitute another source of genome 

instability. Many DDPs and at least three DDP mechanisms have been found in E. 

coli using high-throughput methods. Despite the strong association of human DDP 

homologs with cancer-mutations, the study with experimental methods is more 

challenging. Here in this thesis, I mine public cancer databases to explore potential 

DDP roles in promoting mutations that drive cancers, to guide the experiments. 

Finally, the cancer chemotherapy drug 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) works by destabilizing 
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the genome through the induction of thymineless death (TLD). We leverage the 

knowledge of E. coli TLD resistance genes to discover novel 5-FU-resistance 

genes in cancers. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Fragile sites 

The term fragile site emerged in 1970 in describing sites of recurrent 

chromosomal gaps or breaks visible cytologically on metaphase chromosomes1. 

In the following years, as more fragile sites were discovered, knowledge about 

fragile sites was expanded greatly by the study of inducing conditions and the 

inheritance patterns. Based on the population frequency and the inheritance 

pattern, fragile sites are generally categorized into two main classes. Common 

fragile sites (CFSs), first described in 1984, are sites prone to chromosomal gaps 

or breaks in all individuals due to chromosome properties. Rare fragile sites, which 

are seen in less than 5% of individuals and are inherited, are often caused by 

nucleotide repeat expansion mutations. Today, over a hundred fragile sites have 

been discovered2. Although fragile sites that replicate early in S phase have been 

found recently on highly expressed gene clusters3, most fragile sites currently 

known, both CFSs and rare fragile sites, are located in late replicating regions. But 

late replication is not sufficient to define fragile sites, because there are many late-

replicating yet stable regions. CFSs are recurrent deletion sites in multiple type of 
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cancers, developed and neurological disorders and other diseases4. Althrough, 

much has been learned about the properties and mechanisms underlying fragile 

sites, a lot of questions remain. 

CFSs are normally stable in cultured cells, but form visible gaps or breaks 

under the induction of replication stress, for example, by treatment with the DNA 

polymerase inhibitor aphidicolin (APH). In this way, CFS were initially defined and 

mapped at the chromosome band level with a resolution of >1Mb, without knowing 

the underlying chromosome or DNA structure, or whether or not DNA double-

strand breaks (DSBs) were present. Recent advances in genomic technologies 

enable the localization of fragile sites at a much higher resolution at the genomic 

level, and allow the study of fragile sites in simpler model organisms with smaller 

chromosomes or genomes. This will greatly facilitate the discovery and refinement 

process of understanding fragile-site mechanisms.  

In addition to mammalian cells, fragile sites have been studied in yeast, in 

which recombination and chromosome rearrangement events were mapped under 

the inhibition of the replicative DNA polymerase5. However, in bacteria, with which 

many DNA-damage and -repair mechanisms were discovered and are best 

characterized, the existence of analogous fragile sites has not been explored by 

modern genomic methods. In addition, the common approach of treating cells with 

DNA synthesis inhibitors raise the question of whether spontaneous fragility 

mechanisms are the same. An unbiased way of studying spontaneous recurrent 

chromosome breakage or fragility would potentially allow the discovery of new 

fragile sites and mechanisms. However, the detection of spontaneous breakage 
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remains challenging due to their low level and also to effective repair mechanisms. 

In Escherichia coli (E. coli), all DSBs and some single-strand gaps are repaired by 

homologous recombination (HR). Therefore, mapping DSBs or HR intermediates 

in E. coli could identify novel fragile sites. In addition, although the HR process is 

relatively high-fidelity under rapid growth conditions, it becomes mutagenic under 

stress conditions such as starvation, drugs, and hypoxia6. Mutation hotspots that 

follows the induction of site specific DSBs under starvation have been identified in 

the E. coli genome7. The linkage to fragility and mutagenesis makes HR and HR 

intermediates intriguing research topics in genome evolution. In the 1990s, 

Horiuchi et al. searched for HR hotspots in the E. coli genome by transforming E. 

coli with non-replicable plasmids containing EcoRI-digested genome fragments 

and later identifying the integrated fragments. This method yielded 8 EcoRI 

fragments named ‘hot DNA’, among which 7 were mapped close to the replication 

terminus. This study implies some features about the replication terminus, but the 

HR assayed is between plasmid and the chromosome, and only 8 fragments were 

found integrated more than once. Thus, the whole picture of fragile sites in E. coli 

remains elusive. 

We have engineered a protein, RuvCDefGFP (RDG), to bind, trap and label 

Holliday Junctions (HJs), or X structures in DNA, a key intermediate during HR8. 

RDG forms visible foci that correspond to HJs. When combined with Chromatin 

Immunoprecipitation and Sequencing (X-seq), it enables the localization of HJs in 

the genome at base-pair resolution, which greatly surpasses other mapping 

methods that use loss of heterozygosity of SNPs to map HR.  
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In 2016, the Nussenzweig group published END-seq, a highly sensitive and 

specific method to map DNA DSB ends at base-pair resolution9. END-seq yields 

strand specific sequencing data, allowing discrimination between one-ended and 

two-ended DSBs and determination of the orientation of one-ended DSB ends. 

This method overcomes problems with previous DSB localization methods and 

provides genome-wide, unbiased, low-background mapping of DSBs, as well as 

information about end structure. Using END-seq, the fragility of poly(dA:dT) tract 

within the replication origin, common or early-replicating fragile sites, and the 

rDNA-replication fork barrier has been revealed in human cells with dNTP pool 

depletion by hydroxyurea (HU) treatment10. The Rosenberg group has modified 

the END-seq protocol published in mammalian systems for use in bacteria. 

With the use of X-seq, and END-seq, this study explores the fragile sites of 

recurrent spontaneous DSBs and their repairing HR in E. coli and the underlying 

biological mechanisms that lead to DNA breakage at recurrent DSB sites. 

 

Human DNA ‘damageome’ proteins and cancer 

DNA damage can be generated by exogenous and endogenous agents or 

processes, with endogenous DNA damage being the major source of damage that 

DNA repair pathways eliminate. Endogenous DNA damage results from normal 

cellular processes, included but not limited to DNA and carbon metabolism. In 

2019, the Rosenberg group proposed a new class of cancer gene or cancer-gene 

function, termed DNA damageome proteins (DDPs)11. Our paper shows that the 

dysregulation of various cellular processes indirectly or directly affects the steady-
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state levels of intrinsic DNA damage and that this increases levels of endogenous 

DNA damage and mutation rates. One hypothesis is the exceeding normal DNA-

repair capacity creates a repair-deficiency. Under this condition, cells that are 

genetically DNA repair-competent could display phenotypes similar to repair-

deficient cells, which could cause increased mutation levels that associated with 

carcinogenesis. A network of DDPs have been found in E. coli that increase 

endogenous DNA damage when overproduced11. DDPs are expected to be a 

fundamental component of protein functions and are conserved across different 

domains of life. Human homologs and functional analogs of E. coli DDPs are 

candidates for human DDPs (hDDPs). The damage promoting effects of some 

hDDP candidates have been verified in cell lines11, with more on the way. In 

addition to experimental methods, cancer databases such as TCGA contain 

information on exonic mutation and transcriptome of tumors from a variety of 

cancer types, and thus are invaluable resources for exploring the cancer promoting 

roles of human DDP candidates and narrowing down the candidate list for testing. 

 

Thymineless death and 5-FU resistance 

In 1954, Cohen and Barner discovered that E. coli lacking thymine synthase, 

encoded by gene thyA, suffered a severe loss of viability under thymine 

starvation12. This phenomenon is termed thymineless death (TLD), and was later 

found to be conserved in many other organisms, including other bacteria, yeast 

and human cells13. Compared with other required growth factors, such as adenine, 

uracil, or amino acids, which have biostatic, but not lethal effects, the effect of 
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thymine deprivation is striking14. Although TLD has been studied for decades since 

its discovery, the molecular mechanisms of TLD still remain elusive. In a study 

published in 2010, Fonville et al. has identified at least three TLD pathways and a 

list of E. coli TLD-resistance genes15. 

The fluoropyrimidine 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) has two effects: first, the major 

mechanism of action is the inhibition of thymidylate synthase by their common 

metabolite, FdUMP, triggering TLD; second, the misincorporation of 5-FU into DNA 

and RNA exacerbates the cytotoxic effects16. 5-FU is used widely in the treatment 

of a range of cancers, including colorectal and breast cancers. However, the 

clinical applications of 5-FU are limited by drug resistance. The overall response 

rate for advanced colorectal cancer is 10-15%, and the combination with other anti-

tumor drugs improves the response rate to only about 40-50%17. Previous studies 

have used differential expression analysis to screen for resistance genes17, but 

this method is known to have high noise and have limited power for drawing causal 

conclusions or relating results to mutations in cancer. In this thesis, we leverage 

the knowledge of E. coli TLD resistance genes to discover novel 5-FU-resistance 

genes in cancers. 

 

Thesis outline 

This thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2, I describe the construction 

of genome-wide high-resolution HJ and DSB map by X-seq and END-seq, leading 

to the discovery of three bacterial fragile sites and at least two mechanisms of 

fragility. In Chapter 3, I analyze the correlation between levels of hDDP candidates 
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and mutation burden and signatures in different cancer types and find promising 

hDDP candidates. In Chapter 4, I summarize my work seeking candidates of 5-

FU-resistance genes by detecting variants and mutations from targeted 

sequencing of human homologs and functional analogs of E. coli TLD-resistance 

genes in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor samples. Appendix A 

contains the list of Escherichia coli K12 strains I constructed and their origins. 

Appendix B contains the list of primers I used in strain constructions. 
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Chapter 2 

DNA-junction Landscape Reveals 
Chromosome-fragility Mechanisms in 

Bacteria 
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2.1. Summary 

Chromosomal fragile sites are genome regions prone to recurrent DNA 

damage and genome instability that drives developmental disorders, cancers, and 

other diseases1. The mechanism(s) of fragility remain unclear for many sites due, 

partly, to a dearth of tools for direct interrogation of DNA-damage and -repair 

reaction intermediates in cells. Here, we leverage an engineered 4-way DNA 

(Holliday)-junction (HJ) binding protein2 to identify 3 spontaneous fragile sites in 

the Escherichia coli genome marked by recurrent HJs, and their fragility 

mechanisms. We show that the recurrent HJs form during DNA double-strand 

break repair. We identify sites of spontaneous DNA breaks near the recurrent HJs, 

and find that the fragility occurs by two distinct mechanisms: replication-fork 

collapse at natural sites of replication termination, and surprisingly frequent 

shearing of unsegregated sister chromosomes at cell division. Our genome-wide 

map of spontaneous DNA-damage and -repair reaction-intermediate structures, 

the first of its kind in any organism, identifies fragile sites in bacteria, their molecular 

structures, and two fragility mechanisms. The conservation of DNA transactions 

implies that fragility may occur similarly in human. We anticipate that our models 

and HJ analyses will be used widely to discover early events in genome 

rearrangement that underlie somatic-cell mosaicism, cancers and other diseases 

of genome instability. 
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2.2. Introduction 

Common fragile sites were discovered as human chromosomal regions 

prone to gross-level cytologically visible gaps or breaks, in chromatin and/or DNA, 

in cells treated with replication-inhibiting drugs3. Genome rearrangements at 

human fragile sites underlie developmental disorders, cancers, and other 

diseases1. Replication inhibition used to observe fragility in human  cells is 

presumed to increase numbers of events similar to spontaneous events3; but these 

are too infrequent to observe directly, making the assumption difficult to test.  

Many aspects of DNA damage and repair were discovered and 

characterized through bacterial genetics4, but the existence of analogous fragile 

sites in bacterial genomes has not been explored. Here, we identify spontaneous 

fragile sites in the Escherichia coli genome, explore their DNA structures and 

molecular mechanisms of fragility, and show that termination of DNA replication 

and chromosome segregation are frequent drivers of chromosome fragility. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Holliday junction map reveals fragile sites 

Holliday junctions (HJs) are X-shaped DNA junctions with 4 duplex arms 

(Figure 2.1), and form during homology-directed repair (HR) of single-strand 

(ss)DNA gaps5 and double-strand breaks (DSBs)5, and also when stalled 

replication forks are remodeled6. In E. coli, HR is high-fidelity but becomes error-

prone when cells are stressed7, predisposing possible sites of recurrent HJs to 
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genome rearrangements and other mutations. HJs also form during genome-

rearranging non-HR events such as microhomology-mediated break induced 

replication (MMBIR)8, which is thought to promote deletions associated with 

common fragile sites and possibly expansion of simple repeated sequences 

nearby1. Thus, because most types of DNA damage and repair implicated in 

eukaryotic fragile-site instability involve HJs, HJs might serve as molecular 

genomic markers for identifying novel fragile sites.  

Previously, we engineered a protein, RuvCDefGFP (RDG), to bind and trap 

HJs specifically (Figure 2.1a) and used X-seq (production of RDG with chromatin 

immunoprecipitation and sequencing) to map the location of HJs formed during 

repair of an enzymatically induced DSB2,9. Here, we use X-seq to reveal the 

genomic landscape of spontaneous DNA-damage and -repair HJs in rapidly 

proliferating E. coli. We find that spontaneous X-seq signal is highest near the 

replication terminus region (Ter), where it forms 3 discrete peaks that span 

approximately 300 kb of the 4.6Mb genome (Figure 2.1b, c, f). The two largest 

peaks flank the dif site, where sister-chromosome decatenation and dimer 

resolution typically occur facilitated by XerCD site-specific endonuclease and 

resolvase10,11. One peak extends from 9 to 91 kb to the left of dif with a summit 26 

kb from dif, and the other extends from 7 kb to 89 kb to the right of dif with a summit 

20 kb from dif (Methods, mean of two independent experiments, Figure 2.1f). The 

third peak spans 28 kb to 85 kb left of dif near TerA, with a summit 50 kb from TerA 

(Figure 2.1f). Notably, the X-seq (HJ) peaks overlap seven of eight previously 
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described ‘hot DNA’ regions12, at which elevated HR between plasmids and the 

chromosome were seen as plasmid integrations sites (Figure 2.1f). 

We find that recurrent HJs in the Ter region represent intermediates in DSB 

repair by HR because the X-seq signal required HR-DSB repair proteins RecA, 

and DSB-specific RecB (Figure 2.1d, e, h, i). RecA is a universally requisite HR 

protein, with orthologues in all known species, that catalyzes DNA strand-

exchange in HR, and mediates activation of the SOS DNA-damage response in 

bacteria5. We find that deletion of recA abolishes all three spontaneous X-seq 

peaks (Figure 2.1e, i). A mutant RecA that is defective in HR but competent for 

SOS induction, RecA-N304D13, also abolishes all three peaks of X-seq signal 

(Figure 2.1j and Extended Data Figure 2.6), further supporting HR in the formation 

of the recurrent spontaneous HJ peaks in the terminus region. HR of DSBs and 

ssDNA gaps use different proteins to load RecA onto a DNA strand at these 

substrates: the DSB-specific RecBCD multiprotein helicase/nuclease at DSBs14, 

and RecF at ssDNA gaps15. We find that X-seq signal at all three spontaneous 

peaks requires RecB (a subunit required for RecBCD activity), but not RecF 

(Figure 2.1d, h, k and Extended Data Figure 2.7), indicating that terminal HJs result 

from DSB-instigated HR.  

Further, the terminal HJs cannot be remodeled (reversed) stalled replication 

forks because reversed forks are stabilized (and more numerous) in ∆recB cells, 

which lack RecBCD nuclease, which removes reversed forks6.  Conversely, 

RecBCD is required for formation of the terminal X-seq HJ signal, again supporting 

their origin in HR of DSBs. 
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In a striking concurrence, the X-seq peaks flanking dif align with clusters of 

Chi sites (Figure 2.1g, hash marks), for crossover hotspot instigator: an 

asymmetrical 8-basepair sequence that directs RecBCD to cease resection-

nuclease activity and load RecA, which promotes strand exchange, HJs, and repair 

nearby14,16 . The X-seq peaks flanking dif colocalize with Chi clusters oriented so 

that they impede RecBCD resection moving away from dif (toward the origin of 

replication) in each direction (Figure 2.1g). This correspondence is visible because 

the dif site itself resides in an unusually large, ~40 Kb, Chi desert bounded by Chi 

clusters. The HJ peaks can, therefore, result from DSB ends that are formed 

throughout the large Chi desert, essentially all of which would be eroded to the 

flanking Chi clusters at which strand exchange and HR-HJs then occur (per Figure 

2.1l). Our data imply that spontaneous DSBs that lead to HR HJs occur frequently 

and recurrently between the two Chi clusters, in the Chi desert around the dif site 

(Figure 2.1l). 

2.3.2. Recurrent DSBs near terminal HJs 

Recurrent spontaneous DSBs are predicted to cause the repair HJs that we 

detected in the Ter region (Figure 2.1). We sought and identified the predicted 

recurrent DSBs by modifying DNA-end sequencing, or END-seq17,18, for use in 

bacteria. This technique, previously used only in mammalian cells, labels, purifies, 

and sequences DNA at DSB ends with high specificity and sensitivity. END-seq 

produces strand-specific sequencing data, which allow discrimination between 

one-ended and two-ended DSBs, and determination of the orientations of DSB 

ends (Figure 2.2a). We used END-seq to generate the first genome-wide maps of 
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recurrent spontaneous DSBs in a bacterial genome (Figure 2.2b and Extended 

Data Figure 2.8). These are shown both in wild-type cells, in which DSBs can be 

repaired, and in ∆recB cells in which the DSBs are not repaired (Figure 2.2b). 

2.3.3. Replication-fork barriers as fragile sites 

As predicted by the evidence of recurrent HJs formed in HR DSB repair 

(Figure 2.1), large END-seq signals, representing recurrent DSBs, occur in the Ter 

region of the genome in wild-type cells (Figures 2.2b-e, 2.3a, b, c and Extended 

Data Figures 2.8, 2.9). Per Figure 2a, the strand-biased signal indicates that these 

are one-ended DSBs (Figure 2.3a-c). END-seq detects robust DSB signal 

surrounding dif in repair-deficient ∆recB cells but not in wild-type E. coli (Figure 

2.2b), discussed below. In repair-proficient cells, the primary END-seq peaks are 

immediately adjacent to Ter sites TerA and TerB, with smaller peaks at the TerC 

and TerG sites (Figure 2.2c-e, Extended Data Figure 2.9a-d). In E. coli, Tus protein 

binds DNA at 10 Ter sites to create unidirectional replication-fork barriers (Figure 

2.1b). These Tus/Ter barriers  facilitate the convergence of two replication forks 

within the terminus region and reduce the number of forks traveling in the wrong 

direction, towards the origin after passing the dif site19 (Figure 2.1b). Similar 

replication-fork barriers are found in yeast rDNA20 and may occur generally in 

eukaryotic replication-termination zones21. TerA and TerC are the first fork-

blocking (non-permissive) sites encountered by forks moving past dif 

counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively, and TerB is the second non-

permissive site for forks traveling clockwise (Figure 2.1b).  
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The discovery of recurrent one-ended DSBs at TerA supports a DSB-

dependent origin for the X-seq-detected HJs located between TerA and dif (Figure 

2.3a-f), and illuminates how replication-fork barriers may destabilize genomes. The 

X-seq peak near TerA overlaps with the first two properly oriented Chi sites 

encountered by RecBCD resecting a one-ended DSB rightward from TerA (Figure 

2.3b, e, f Chi sites, pink hash marks). The distribution of Chi sites near TerB, 

conversely, is more uniform with no Chi clusters, which may explain why there is 

no single X-seq peak near TerB (Extended Data Figure 2.9c). Together, these data 

support the following model of DSB and HJ formation (Figure 2.3f): (i) a replication 

fork stalls upstream of the Tus/Ter barrier; (ii) before the stalled fork is resolved, a 

second replication fork arrives, peeling off the nascent leading strand and resulting 

in a DSB-end upstream of the barrier, (iii) RecBCD resects the DSB end to the 

nearest Chi sites and then loads RecA; and finally, (iv) strand invasion leads to a 

HJ and allows establishment of a repair-generated replication fork, a process 

called break-induced replication (or BIR) (Figure 2.3f). Under the growth conditions 

used in these experiments, E. coli initiate multiple new rounds of replication before 

the completion of the previous round22, making replication-fork collisions of this 

type probable. Models of HJ formation by fork reversal, also detectable by X-seq23,  

followed by cleavage to make a DSB, are inconsistent with the observation that 

HR proteins are required for the TerA-proximal X-seq signal (Figure 2.1d,e,h,I,j) 

and not for fork reversal6 or its detection by X-seq23, particularly RecBCD which 

removes reversed forks6 but is required for the HR-HJs observed here (Figure 

2.1d,h).  
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Deletion of the tus gene, encoding the Tus replication barrier-binding protein, 

eliminates the END-seq signal at all Ter sites (Figure 2.3g and Extended Data 

Figure 2.8) and the X-seq peak upstream of TerA (Figure 2.3g and Extended Data 

Figure 2.10), without affecting the X-seq peaks flanking dif. Thus, fragility near 

TerA but not at sites flanking dif is Tus-dependent. Additionally, both END-seq and 

X-seq signal are reduced or eliminated at all three sites in saturated cultures in 

which little or no DNA replication and cell proliferation occur (Figure 2.3h and 

Extended Data Figures. 2.8, 2.10). These observations harmonize with the known 

function of Tus/Ter barriers and further support their role in DSB and HJ formation 

in the terminus region. Reduced END-seq peaks, relative to mid-log phase, are 

detectable at TerA and TerB in saturated stationary-phase cultures, suggesting 

that some DSBs, potentially those arising in the last round of replication, are not 

repaired or are regenerated when BIR forks collapse at the Tus/Ter barrier (Figure 

2.3h, f; Suppl. Discussion). Thus, Tus/Ter barriers instigate most detectable 

recurrent DSBs in rapidly proliferating E. coli, contribute substantially to recurrent 

repair HJs, and may mutagenize/destabilize surrounding loci. 

2.3.4. Chromosome segregation failure and fragility 

Unlike the fragile site near TerA, the fragile-site HJ peaks flanking dif are 

not associated with discrete END-seq signal in wild-type cells (Figure 2.3a, d) and 

form independently of Tus (Figure 2.3g), suggesting that at least two independent 

mechanisms promote fragility in the terminus region of the genome. Unlike X-seq, 

which traps and preserves HJs indefinitely by blocking completion of repair2, and 

so allows HJ accumulation, END-seq signal reflects steady-state DSB levels that 
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are affected by the relative contributions of both DSB formation and repair. We 

repeated END-seq experiments in the absence of DSB repair (DrecB), and find 

frequent DSBs in a broad region around dif (Figure 2.2b, 2.4a). The strand-bias of 

the END-seq signal (Figure 2.4a, green left of dif and blue right of dif) is most 

compatible with frequent formation of two-ended DSBs close to dif, followed by 

erosion of unrepaired DSB ends (Figure 2.1l). However we cannot rule out equal 

numbers of one-ended DSBs flanking dif in different cells in the population. The 

observation that dif-proximal DSBs are detectable only in the absence of DSB 

repair suggests their efficient repair by HR, a hypothesis supported by the 

prominent RecB-, RecA-dependent X-seq peaks in this region (Figure 2.1d, e). 

See Supplemental Discussion for discussion of the less obvious effect of ∆recB on 

DSB-end distribution at TerA.  

We tested the possible role of cell division on DSB- and HJ-formation near 

dif using cephalexin, a drug that inhibits septation (Figure 2.4).  Cephalexin 

inactivates FtsI, a transpeptidase that licenses constriction of the FtsZ ring, which 

divides cells24 (Figure 2.4i). Cephalexin treatment blocked the appearance of dif-

proximal DSBs (Figure 2.4a, b and Extended Data Figure 2.11) and HJs (Figure 

2.4c, d, h and Extended Data Figure 2.12), without substantially reducing formation 

of Ter site-associated DSBs and HJs (Figure 2.4b, d and Extended Data Figure 

2.13a). The data imply that cell division promotes DSBs near dif, perhaps by 

shearing unseparated sister chromosomes during segregation (Figure 2.4i). In the 

growth conditions used here, cells have an average of four complete 

chromosomes (four termini) at the time of cell division22, so most daughter cells 
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will have an intact partner for homology-directed repair of the broken chromosome, 

and so form HJs (Figure 2.4i). 

There are two main structures formed by sister chromosomes that, if not 

resolved, can lead to segregation failure and chromosome breakage: catenanes 

(interlinked duplex DNA molecules) formed during each round of replication25,26, 

and less frequent covalent chromosome dimers formed by HR-dependent crossing 

over between sister chromosomes27,28. Typically, both types of attached 

chromosomes are resolved at dif. For catenane resolution, XerCD interacts with 

topoisomerase (Topo) IV, targeting it to dif11; for dimer resolution, XerCD mediates 

strand-exchange to form a HJ that it then resolves10,11. However, we propose that, 

in rapidly proliferating E. coli, these resolution mechanisms fail frequently enough 

to produce the chromosome breakage and subsequent repair intermediates 

underlying fragility observed here (Figure 2.4i) as the major recurrent HJ and DSB 

signals (Figure 2.2b). Deactivation of chromosome resolution pathways by the 

deletion of dif or reduction of XerCD activity, by deletion of xerC or xerD, increased 

X-seq signal around dif (Figure 2.4e-h and Extended Data Figures 2.13, 2.14), 

supporting the hypothesis that unresolved chromosomes result in DSBs and repair 

HJs. The XerC and XerD activities are partially redundant and the XerCD complex 

is required for viability, making each single mutant viable with only partly impaired 

XerCD activity.  Additionally, the X-seq signal is broader in resolution mutants 

(xerC, xerD or dif) (Figure 2.4. e, f, g), suggesting that XerCD restricts division-

induced DSBs to dif, probably by positioning dif at the division plane (model, Figure 
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2.4i) through interactions with the septum-localized protein FtsK29,30. Our result 

suggests a new role of XerCD in dif positioning.  

2.3.5. Fragility is common and fragile sites interact 

To estimate the frequency with which bacterial fragile sites break, we 

compared the X-seq signal in the terminus region with the X-seq signal at an 

enzymatically induced DSB present in ~40% of the cell population (Extended Data 

Figure 2.15a, DSB-survival data). Using simplifying assumptions of similar DNA 

copy number and similar HR efficiency at the induced DSB and the terminus region, 

we estimate that TerA-associated HJs appear in about 9-12% cells, and dif-

associated HJs appear in 13-14% (Extended Data Figure 2.15b).  

Our data reveal two independent mechanisms underlying fragile sites in the 

terminus region of the E. coli chromosome, yet interdependence between the two 

types of fragile sites is also indicated. Chromosome-resolution mutants have 

increased X-seq signal near TerA (Extended Data Figure 2.13a) and cephalexin 

treatment appears to reduce END-seq and X-seq signal near TerA slightly (Figure 

2.4b, d and Extended Data Figures 2.10 and 2.13a). We propose a model in which 

most forks that stall and collapse at TerA begin at the chromosomal origin of 

replication, oriC (Figure 2.5a), but a smaller number arise from repair replication 

of dif-proximal chromosome cleavage. In this model, a one-ended DSB occurs 

when a BIR fork collapses at the Tus/Ter barrier (Figure 2.5b). The associated HJ 

could result from either the unresolved HJ trailing the repair-replication bubble or 

the repair of the collapsed repair-induced fork. 
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2.4. Implications 

We identified sites of recurrent DSB formation and repair in the E. coli 

genome, using X-seq and END-seq, and have demonstrated that these bacterial 

fragile sites are active spontaneously and frequently. Human fragile sites observed 

in cells treated with replication-inhibiting drugs are presumed also to occur 

spontaneously1.  Our data documenting spontaneous fragile sites support that 

hypothesis.   

We found spontaneous DSBs and HJs concentrated in the region of the 

replication terminus, and that two different mechanisms underlie DNA breakage 

and subsequent repair by HR: replication forks stall at Tus/Ter barriers, especially 

TerA, and form one-ended DSBs when a replication fork from a second round of 

replication encounters the first stalled fork (Figure 2.3f, 2.5a); additionally, cell 

division generates two-ended DSBs near dif, possibly by the tearing of catenated 

or covalent chromosome dimers (Figure 2.4i, 2.5b). These findings suggest that 

DNA replication termination and chromosome segregation pose serious threats to 

genome integrity, which are likely to be universal. 

Previous studies have suggested that the Ter region of the E. coli genome 

is unstable, and indicated that multiple mechanisms of instability might be involved. 

However, without high-resolution or direct detection of DNA-damage and -repair 

intermediates, these studies were unable to define the mechanisms responsible. 

The presence of DSBs and/or recombination hotspots has been inferred by ‘hot 

DNA’12, hotspots for Tn7 transposon insertion31, RecB- and Chi-site-dependent 

small DNA fragments incorporated into engineered CRISPR arrays32, and division-
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induced loss of DNA in the Ter region of recB cells33-35. The presence of cell 

division-induced DSBs was a possible interpretation of dif-proximal binding of 

RecA ssDNA-binding protein34, but was not demonstrated directly. Our findings 

visualizing spontaneous DNA-damage intermediates including one-ended and 

two-ended DSBs in wild-type cells reveal these two general mechanisms and their 

frequencies, argue against models involving substrates, such as reversed forks, 

that are specific to recB-defective cells35, and rule out ssDNA gaps as the DNA 

damage34.  

Fork stalling at replication barriers, either programmed or not, occurs in all 

organisms examined. In eukaryotic genomes, programmed fork stalls occur within 

rDNA, at centromeres, and at other loci (e.g., mating-type locus in yeast)36. The E. 

coli Tus/Ter replication barrier has been used as a model DNA binding-protein 

barrier to study fork stalling in many organisms, including yeast37 and mammalian 

cells38. In both, similarly to our observations, fork stalling accompanied by the 

induction of HR is observed37,38, and a one-ended DSB upstream of the replication 

roadblock was proposed39.  We have now observed one-ended DSBs upstream of 

the barrier, shown their Tus (replication-blocking) dependence (Figure 2.3a, g), 

and the HJs that result from their repair (Figure 2.3d, g). It is likely that the 

mechanisms in the mammalian and bacterial systems are similar. Our model 

hypothesizes that fork stalling coupled with a second round of replication causes 

DSBs with HR used to repair them (Figure 2.3f). In normal eukaryotic cells, over-

replication is prevented by the temporal separation of the licensing and firing steps 

of replication initiation into different cell-cycle phases40. But in cancers, many 
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oncogenes dysregulate the cell cycle, potentially causing over-replication40. With 

human fragile sites, late replication and fork stalling are defining characteristics, 

including extending into G2 of the cell cycle1. BIR forks might also result in a 

second fork producing a DSB end at initial delayed forks. The mechanisms 

reported here may occur and drive mutagenesis during cancer formation and 

progression.  

In all organisms, replication gives rise to catenated chromosomes that must 

be resolved before segregation26. In human cells, the catenation link between two 

sister chromatids is the underlying structure of at least two classes of ultrafine 

bridges (UFBs) at common fragile sites: centromere-anchored UFBs (C-UFBs)41 

and ribosomal DNA-anchored UFBs (R-UFBs)42. C-UFBs are the most common 

type of UFB, found in all mitotic cells, including unstressed cells41. Similarly to our 

observation in E. coli, the UFBs in eukaryotes are often not resolved in a timely 

manner, and remain until the onset of anaphase41. Unresolved UFBs could trigger 

the activation of the abscission checkpoint, which leads to cytokinesis failure and 

tetraploidization, posing a threat to genome integrity, and could drive cancer43,44. 

The mechanisms outlined here may underlie these and other important human 

disease-driving events instigated by chromosome fragility. 

2.5. Supplemental Discussion 

Many lines of evidence suggest that the DSB ends generated at TerA and 

near dif differ in stability and are repaired by HR with different efficiencies. When 

HR is active, in wild-type cells, DSB ends are readily detected at TerA but not 
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flanking dif (Figure 2.3a); however, DSB-dependent HJs are more prevalent 

flanking dif than near TerA (Figure 2.3d), even though the HJs in both locations 

require the HR activity of RecA (Figure 2.1e, i, j) and RecA loader at DSB ends, 

RecB (Figure 2.1d, h). In the absence of HR, in ∆recB cells, the DSB signal flanking 

dif is much greater than that at TerA (Figure 2.4a). Taken together, these data 

suggest that dif-proximal DSB ends are so rapidly processed by RecBCD and 

repaired by HR to form HJs that they are undetectable using “snap-shot” methods 

such as END-seq. Substantial TerA-proximal DSB ends persist, even in the 

presence of HR, suggesting that they are not repaired efficiently. Furthermore, in 

∆recB cells (Figure 2.4a), in which DSB repair is disabled, the distribution of dif-

proximal DSB ends extends beyond the primary X-seq peaks in wild-type cells 

(Figure 2.4c), suggesting that in the absence of repair, these ends are vulnerable 

to extensive erosion by other nucleases (Figure 2.4a). The shape—a very sharp 

peak suggesting tightly localized DSB ends—and intensity of the END-seq signal 

near TerA remains relatively unchanged in ∆recB cells, suggesting that the 

detectable ends are, to a large extent, protected from both RecBCD and other 

nucleases (Extended data Figure 2.9b). Finally, the presence of some TerA-

proximal DSB ends in stationary phase (Figure 2.3h) might indicate that these 

replication-dependent DSB ends persist for some time after most DNA replication 

has stopped. The source of DSB end-protection at TerA is unknown. Some 

hypotheses that we consider:  perhaps at TerA a stable complex is formed 

between replisome components and DSB ends. Alternatively, unusual secondary 

structure formation at the nascent DSB ends at TerA might preserve the single 
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DSB ends. Either way, the implication is that HR appears not to be their most 

frequent means of resolution. 

2.6. Methods 

2.6.1. Strains, media and growth 

Strains used in this study are summarized in table S1. E. coli K12 strains 

were grown in Luria Bertani Herskowitz (LBH) rich medium45. Other additives were 

used at the following concentrations: ampicillin (100 µg/ml), chloramphenicol (25 

µg/ml), kanamycin (50 µg/ml), tetracycline (10 µg/ml), and sodium citrate (20 mM). 

P1 transductions were performed per Miller45. Genotypes were verified by 

antibiotic resistance, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and, when relevant, UV 

sensitivity and sequencing. Strains in each main figure follow. Figure 1: SMR19425, 

SMR19407, SMR19406, SMR26434, SMR19427; Figure 2: SMR19425, SMR6319, 

SMR19460; Figure 3: SMR6319, SMR19425, SMR26432, SMR26579; Figure 4: 

SMR19460, SMR19425, SMR26444, SMR26452, SMR26454. Strains used in 

extended data figures are listed in those figure legends. 

2.6.2. X-seq and ChIP-seq library preparation and sequencing 

Cells cultures were grown overnight shaking in LBH to saturation. For 

strains carrying PBADI-SceI and an I-SceI cutsite, 0.1% glucose was added to 

reduce leaky expression of I-SceI. The saturated cultures were diluted 500-fold 

into 80 ml LBH with 100 ng/ml doxycycline to induce RDG in 250 ml flasks, and 

grown at 37° C, shaking at 225 rpm. After about 3 hours, cultures with OD600 0.4-
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0.8 were used for later steps. For I-SceI DSB induction, 0.005% arabinose was 

added and cells were grown for another hour. For cephalexin treatment, 10 µg/ml 

cephalexin was added to cultures with OD600 about 0.2, then incubated for 1.5 h. 

For stationary-phase assays, overnight cultures (~15h) at OD600 > 4 were used. 

Cells were subjected to crosslinking, lysed and sonicated as follows: 1% 

formaldehyde was added to cultures and the cultures were incubated for 30 min at 

room temperature, then quenched by adding 0.5 M glycine. Cells were harvested 

by centrifugation and washed once with tris-buffered saline. Cells were lysed in 

lysis buffer46 containing 4 mg/ml lysozyme. Sonication was performed using the 

Bioruptor Pico (Diagenode) for 30 cycles (30s on, 30s off) with 2 mL lysate in 15mL 

tubes containing sonication beads (Diagenode C01020031). The final DNA 

fragments were between 300 and 500 bp. After sonication, lysates were 

centrifuged and supernatants were collected and treated with Ribonuclease A. The 

DNA concentration in lysates was measured and normalized to about 150 ng/µl. 

For each sample, two 1 ml aliquots of the same lysate were used and incubated 

separately with RuvC antibody (Santa Cruz sc-53437) and non-specific IgG2a 

antibody (Santa Cruz sc-3878) as a negative control. The protocol for 

immunoprecipitation and library preparation was modified as described23: RuvC 

antibody was first incubated with Dynabeads protein A (Thermo Fisher 10002D), 

then the RuvC-antibody-coated Dynabeads were incubated with cell lysates at 

room temperature for at least 1.5 h. Blunting (NEB E0542L), A-tailing (NEB 

M0212L) and ligation (NEB E0542L) were performed while DNA fragments were 

still on Dynabeads, with multiple wash steps in between. Because the 
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concentrations of eluted ChIP DNA are low, samples were amplified briefly prior to 

size selection and at the same time barcoded using NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for 

Illumina (NEB E7335L, E7500L, E7700L, E7730L). Two-sided size selection of 

adaptor-ligated DNA was performed on Agencourt AMPure XP Beads (Beckman 

Coulter A63881) at ratios of 0.5 or 0.9. A second amplification was performed after 

size selection. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina MiSeq.   

2.6.3. END-seq library preparation and sequencing 

Cultures were grown overnight in LBH to saturation. Saturated cultures 

were diluted 500-fold into either 20 ml or 40 ml fresh LBH in 250 ml flasks and 

grown at 37° C, shaking at 225 rpm. For cephalexin treatment, 40 ml cultures were 

started and split in half when the OD600 reached about 0.2, with one half remaining 

untreated and the other treated with 10 µg/ml cephalexin. Both treated and 

untreated cultures were grown for an additional 1.5 hr, resulting in final OD600 

readings of 0.6-1.0. All other mid-log cultures were harvested when OD600 reached 

0.4-0.8 and stationary phase cultures were harvested after 24 hr (OD600 > 4). Cells 

were harvested by centrifugation and washed twice with cold PBS + 50mM EDTA.  

Agarose plugs were prepared using the CHEF Bacterial Genomic DNA Plug 

Kit (BioRad), as follows. Cell pellets were resuspended in Cell Suspension Buffer, 

mixed with melted 2% CleanCut Agarose equilibrated to 50° C, and cast in 100 µl 

disposable molds. Plugs contained ~107 cells per plug with final agarose 

concentration of 0.75%. Plugs were chilled at 4° C until solid (30 min       - 1 hr) 

and then expelled from molds. Plugs were treated with Lysozyme and Proteinase 
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K according to the CHEF Bacterial Genomic DNA Plug Kit protocol. Two plugs per 

culture were used for END-seq library preparation. 

Subsequent washes, RNase A treatment, and enzymatic steps were 

performed as previously described for END-seq library preparation17,18, with the 

following minor adjustments. All enzymatic treatments and low-volume washes 

were performed in 24-well plates, instead of 1.5 ml tubes. After the ExoT blunting 

reaction, plugs were washed as described18 and then stored overnight at 4° C. 

After ligation of the biotinylated END-seq adapter 1 and subsequent washes, plugs 

were transferred to 1.5 ml tubes and melted at 70° C for 10 min, followed by 

equilibration to 42° C for 10 minutes. Plugs were digested with 4 U ß-agarase I 

(NEB) at 42° C for 1 hr. After drop-dialysis and proteinase K treatment (Invitrogen), 

each DNA sample was brought to 100 ul with TE and sheared with a Bioruptor 

Pico (Diagenode) for 8 cycles of 10 sec on and 90 sec off, at 4° C. Samples were 

vortexed and centrifuged midway through sonication to ensure optimal shearing. 

Following ethanol precipitation, DNA was quantified by NanoDrop and ~3 µg of 

DNA was used for downstream END-seq library construction. After streptavidin 

capture, blunting was performed using the Quick Blunting kit (NEB) at 24° C for 30 

min. A-tailing, ligation, hairpin digestion, PCR, and Agencourt AMPure XP bead 

(Beckman Coulter) clean-up were performed as previously described18. Libraries 

were amplified for an additional 5-10 PCR cycles using Illumina P5 and P7 primers 

and cleaned using 0.7x Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter). Libraries 

were run on an 8% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel and DNA between 200-800 

bp was cut from the gel. DNA was recovered by crushing gel slices, incubating 
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crushed slices in Gel Extraction Buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.3 M NaCl, 1 mM 

EDTA) at 4° C overnight, and precipitation with isopropanol, as described46.  

A small fraction (~700 ng) of each END-seq sample was collected after 

sonication and dialysis and used to make input control libraries. Input libraries were 

constructed using the NEBNext Ultra II kit (New England BioLabs) according to the 

manufacturers’ protocol.  

Final END-seq and input libraries were quantified with KAPA Library 

Quantification Kit for Illumina Platforms (KAPA Biosystems), pooled, and 

sequenced on an Illumina Nextseq550 (150 bp paired-end reads). 

2.6.4. Analysis of sequencing data 

Each sequencing run were checked for quality using FastQC  

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). When necessary, 

reads were trimmed by Trimmomatic47 to remove sequencing adaptors and low-

quality bases. Reads were then aligned by BWA-MEM48 to the E. coli genome 

sequences of strains W3110 or MG1655 [National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI) Reference Sequence (RefSeq) Database accession: 

NC_007779.1 or NC_000913.3]. Reads that had multiple primary hits or low 

mapping quality were discarded. Potential PCR duplicates were removed by 

Picard Tools MarkDuplicates (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Reads were 

counted in bins of 2 Kb for X-seq and 100 bp for END-seq, using the MOSAICS R 

package (version 2.18.0)49. For each bin, the reads were then divided by the 

median read number of all bins. Therefore, most bins have normalized reads close 

to 1. Plots were generated in R. 
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2.6.5. Detecting peak boundaries in X-seq data 

Because X-seq peaks are broad, as is expected from variable lengths of 

resection and the ability of HJs to branch migrate, conventional peak calling 

algorithms tend to break the broad peak into small peaks. Therefore, we use 

changepoint analyses to detect peak boundaries by detecting the change point in 

the mean, for a minimum of two independent experiments and data sets. The 

cpt.mean function in the ‘’changepoint” R package was used, with the PELT 

algorithm and Akaike's Information Critrerion (AIC) as penalty50. The input is 

normalized reads in 1 Kb bins. 

2.6.6. Statistics 

For all X-seq or END-seq, at least two independent experiments were 

performed, with matched controls. The whole genome plots of each replicate and 

matched control are showed in Extended Data Figures. Cell cultures that used 

contain at least 108 cells, so the results reflect the population average. All 

experiments are highly reproducible. All experiments are blinded, in which flasks 

or tubes were labeled with sample ID and no other identifying information. For all 

statistical tests, the name of the test, sample size, the meaning of error bars, and 

p values are summarized in corresponding figure legends. 

2.6.7. Data availability 

All sequencing data are available in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) 

under study accession number PRJEB39007. 
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2.7. Figures 

																									

Figure 2.1 – Correlation between transcription factors and mutation. 
a, Illustration of RuvCDef (blue triangles) binding to a HJ, taken from Xia et al.2. b, 
Circular plot of normalized reads from X-seq shows 3 significant peaks of recurrent 
HJs; replication terminus region at top and origin, oriC, at the bottom. Orange, X-
seq with RuvC antibody; sky blue, ChIP-seq with non-specific IgG2a. Italics capital 
letters A-F, locations and orientations of TerA-TerF sites. c-e, HR DSB-repair 
proteins are required for formation of 3 major X-seq peaks; whole-genome linear 
views of X-seq of indicated strains. f, g, Ter zoomed-in views at different scales, 
capital A-E, locations of HR “Hot DNA” found previously12. Green and pink hash 
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marks in g represent Chi sites that curtail RecBCD nuclease activity of leftward- 
and rightward-moving RecBCD, respectively. h-k, Ter zoomed-in views showing 
the dependence of Ter-HJs on proteins of HR-DSB repair. l, Model:  exonucleolytic 
resection and RecA loading by RecBCD at a two-ended DSB near dif; homology-
directed repair will generate two HJs, one at each Chi cluster flanking dif. 
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Figure 2.2 – Recurrent genomic DNA breaks near X-seq HJ peaks at 
replication Ter and dif sites.  

a, Strand specificity of END-seq reads is used to identify DSB-end orientation. Blue, 
DNA fragments with read 1 (5’ at DSB end) mapped to the top strand; green, DNA 
fragments with read 1 mapped to the bottom strand. b, Whole-genome maps of 
END-seq signal in the genomes of DSB repair-proficient (WT) and -deficient 
(∆recB) strains aligned with the X-seq map of recurrent genomic HJs (orange).  
Green and blue, DSB ends with the polarities shown in part a.  Note strong one-
ended DSB signal adjacent to and upstream of TerA that is not much greater in 
repair-defective ∆recB cells, discussed in text. The largest localized DSB-end 
signal is seen flanking dif in DSB repair-defective ∆recB cells, flanking the two HJ 
peaks. These are not seen in repair-proficient WT cells, indicating very efficient 
repair. c, d, e, END-seq signal indicating one-ended DSB ends upstream of Ter 
sites A, B, and C, zoomed in views.  
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Figure 2.3 – Recurrent DSBs accompany HJs at a barrier; Tus- and 
proliferation-dependent.  

a-c, END-seq data identify a “TerA-facing” DSB-end on the replication-arresting 
side of the TerA replication barrier; Ter zoomed-in views at different scales. d, e, 
X-seq data show recurrent HJs upstream of the TerA barrier and its recurrent DSB 
peak; Ter zoomed-in views at scales aligned with genome locations in panels b 
and c above them, respectively. Blue and green represent DSB polarities as shown 
in Figure 2.2a. f, Model for Tus/Ter-induced one-ended DSB formation51, and 
subsequent HR generating HJs upstream of the Tus/Ter barrier and its recurrent 
DSB ends. Black lines, template DNA strands; solid blue lines, nascent strands 
from the first round of replication; solid purple lines, nascent strands from a second 
round of replication; arrow heads, 3’ ends; dotted blue or purple lines, nascent 
strands during BIR repair. g, h, Tus-dependence and proliferation-dependence of 
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the DSB and HJ peaks (END-seq, blue and green, and X-seq, red, respectively) 
right of TerA. Ter zoomed-in views. 
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Figure 2.4 – Fragility near dif promoted by cell division, restricted by XerCD 
sister-chromosome resolvase.  

a, b, Diffuse zone of END-seq-visualized DSBs in DSB repair-deficient ∆recB cells 
and their inhibition by cell-division inhibitor cephalexin; Ter-zoomed in view. c, d,  
X-seq HJ peaks flanking dif are inhibited by cephalexin cell-division inhibitor; Ter-
zoomed in view. e-g, Restriction of X-seq HJ signal to a narrow zone flanking dif 
is relaxed in mutants with reduced catenane/dimer resolution, which produce a 
wider zone. ∆dif lacks site of dimer-resolution by XerCD nuclease/resolvase. 
∆xerC and ∆xerD, partial-function mutants of essential XerCD resolution complex. 
Ter zoomed-in views. h, Quantification of X-seq signal in c-g in the dif region. The 
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area under the curve of each peak is calculated, and the baseline estimated by 
calculating the area under curve of random regions from the Ter half of the genome, 
excluding the Ter and dif region. N=2; error bars, range; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p 
< 0.001 (unpaired two-tailed t test). i, Model for cell division-induced DSBs. 
Mechanisms by which DSBs could be targeted to dif during catenane resolution. 
Dimer resolution will generate dif-targeted DSBs similarly. Orange and black lines, 
double-stranded DNA; arrowhead represents dif; blue circles, FtsZ forming the 
septal ring; blue lines, cell wall; green circles, oriC. 
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Figure 2.5 – Models:  Replication forks that collapse upstream of TerA, 
from chromosomal or repair replication near dif. 

a, Model showing oriC-initiated replication leading to DSBs and HJs upstream of 
TerA. This is the major source. Black lines, template DNA strands; solid blue lines, 
nascent strands from the first round of replication; solid purple lines, nascent 
strands from a second round of replication; arrow heads, 3’ ends; dotted blue or 
purple lines, nascent strand during BIR repair. b, Model showing an alternative 
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minor source of forks leading to DSBs and HJs upstream of TerA: BIR forks 
triggered by the repair of DSBs from unresolved catenanes at dif. 

2.8. Extended Data Figures 
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Extended Data Figure 2.6 – Repeat X-seq experiments and IgG2a controls 
for RecA- and HR-dependence of HJs near the replication terminus. 

Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains in mid-log phase 
conditions matching those in Figure 2.1. Because IgG2a negative-control ChIP-
seq data have variable noise levels, the scales of y axes are adjusted according 
to the data. The scales of y axes for X-seq are the same as in Figure 2.1. Strains: 
SMR19425, SMR19406, SMR26434. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.7 – Repeat X-seq experiments and IgG2a controls 
for RecB-dependence of HJs near the replication terminus. 

Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains done in the same mid-log 
phase conditions as in Figure 2.1. Because IgG2a negative-control ChIP-seq data 
have variable noise levels, the scales of y axes are adjusted according to the data. 
The scales of y axes for X-seq are the same as in Figure 2.1. Strains: SMR19425, 
SMR19407, SMR19427. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.8 – Repeat END-seq experiments and input 
controls for Tus- and growth phase-dependence of DSBs near the 

replication terminus. 
Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains with conditions matching 
those in Figure 2.3. Strains: SMR6319, SMR26579. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.9 –END-seq and X-seq show DSBs and HJs near 
various Ter replication-termination sites. 

a, b,  Zoomed-in views of END-seq DSB data near TerA site of wild-type or ∆recB 
cells, mid-log phase indicate recurrent one-ended DSBs immediately upstream of 
the indicated Ter sites. c, X-seq data near TerB, mid-log phase. The actively 
oriented Chi sites upstream of TerB (green hash marks, active relative to TerB-
induced DSB ends, per d) are more evenly and continuously distributed compared 
with those near TerA, which has a large Chi dessert followed by dense Chi clusters 
(Figure 2.3e, hot pink Chi sites). The continuous Chi distribution upstream of TerB 
may explain the less obvious TerB-associated recurrent X-seq signal.  Whereas at 
TerA, essentially all DSBs in a large, about 44 kb Chi dessert (Figure 2.3 b, e; 
Figure 2.4a) will be resected (degraded) up to the Chi cluster at the border of the 
dessert, causing a prominent HJ X-seq peak there (Figure 2.3 e), the continuous, 
dense Chi distributions near TerB (no Chi free zone > 18 kb) dictate that repair, 
and thus HJs, will happen more continuously, with fewer DSBs producing HJs at 
each of the many upstream Chi sites or clusters, potentially reducing peak 
detection above the local high background. d, END-seq DSB data showing the 
same scale as in part c. Strains: SMR6319, SMR19425.   
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Extended Data Figure 2.10 –Repeat X-seq experiments and IgG2a controls 
for Tus and growth phase-dependence of HJs near the replication 

terminus. 
Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains with conditions matching 
those in Figure 2.3. Because IgG2a negative-control ChIP-seq data have variable 
noise levels, the scales of y axes are adjusted according to the data. The scales 
of y axes for X-seq are the same as those in Figure 2.3. Strains: SMR19425, 
SMR26432. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.11 – Repeat END-seq experiments and input 
controls for division-dependence of DSB signal near the dif site of sister-

chromosome resolution. 
Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains with conditions matching 
those in Figure 2.4. Strains: SMR6319, SMR19460. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.12 –  Repeat X-seq experiments and IgG2a controls 
for division-dependence of X-seq signal near the dif site of sister-

chromosome resolution. 
Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains with mid-log phase 
conditions matching those in Figure 2.4. Because IgG2a negative-control ChIP-
seq data have variable noise levels, the scales of y axes are adjusted according 
to the data. The scales of y axes for X-seq are the same as in Figure 2.4. Strain: 
SMR19425. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.13 – Quantification of X-seq signal. 
a, Quantification of X-seq signal in Figure 2.4 c-g in the TerA region. The area 
under the curve of the peak is calculated, and the baseline estimated by calculating 
the area under curve of random regions from the Ter half of the genome, excluding 
the Ter and dif regions. N=2; error bars, range; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
(unpaired two-tailed t test). b-c, Quantification of X-seq signal in Figure 2.4 c-g in 
the dif and TerA regions, respectively. The area under the curve of each region is 
calculated, and the baseline estimated by calculating the area under curve of 
random regions from the Ter half of the genome, excluding the TerA and dif region. 
N=2 for each genotype; error bars, standard deviation; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p 
< 0.001 (unpaired two-tailed t test). Strains: SMR19425, SMR26444, SMR26452, 
SMR26454. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.14 – Repeat X-seq experiments and IgG2a controls 
for division-dependence of X-seq signal near the dif site of sister-

chromosome resolution. 
Whole-genome views are shown in the indicated strains with mid-log-phase 
conditions matching those in Figure 2.4. Because IgG2a negative-control ChIP-
seq data have variable noise levels, the scales of y axes are adjusted according 
to the data. The scales of y axes for X-seq are the same as in Figure 2.4. Strains: 
SMR19425, SMR26444, SMR26452, SMR26454. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.15 – Frequencies of spontaneous HJs at the 
replication terminus. 

a, Viable cells as cfu (colony forming units) before and after the induction of an I-
SceI-induced DSB at I-siteJ. The percentage of cells repairing the DSB at I-siteJ 
is estimated by comparing the viability reduction of wild-type cells with that of 
repair-deficient recB cells. The roughly 40% of cells that survive when repair-
proficient (wild-type) but not when DSB repair-deficient (recB), implies that about 
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40% of cells repaired DSBs that were not repaired, causing inviablity, in recB. b, 
X-seq of wild-type cells with/without I-SceI DSB induction at I-siteJ, whole-genome 
views. c, Whole-genome views of IgG2a ChIP-seq of wild-type cells with/without I-
SceI DSB induction at siteJ, used as negative controls for X-seq. Strain: 
SMR22672.   
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2.9. Supplementary Table 

Table 2.1 – Oligonucleotides used In Chapter 2 

Primers Sequence(5'-3') Notes 

p1 AAAATCTTCGTTAGTTTCTGCTACGCCTTCGCTATCATCT 
GTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC For SMR24886  

p2 AGTGCTATCTTGTCCGGCATAAATTTTTGACTGACAGAGG 
ATTCCGGGGATCCGTCGACC For SMR24886  

p3 AGTGCTATCTTGTCCGGCATAAATTTTTGACTGACAGAGG 
AATTACGCCCCGCCACGAG For SMR24893 

p4 AAAATCTTCGTTAGTTTCTGCTACGC For SMR24893 

p5 TAACGACTACCAGAAAAGCACTTCGCATCACTCAGACATG 
ATGGGAATTAGCCATGG For SMR26436 

p6 TCATGACCGCCAACGACTGGATTCTTCCTTGGTTTATATT 
GTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC For SMR26436 
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Table 2.2 – Plasmids and E. coli strains used In Chapter 2 

Name Relevant Genotype Reference or Source 
Plasmids 
pKD13 Source of FRTKanFRT Barry Wanner Lab52 

pCP20 FLP recombinase vector Wilfried Wackernagel 
Lab53 

pKD46 ori101 repA101TS PBAD-gam-bet-exo AmpR  Barry Wanner Lab52 
pGE591-
N304D Source of RecA N304D (Adikesavan et al., 2011)13 

E. coli strains 
JW1602 BW25113 ∆tus::FRTKanFRT Keio Collection54 

JW2788 BW25113 ∆recB::FRTKanFRT Keio Collection54 

JW2862 BW25113 ∆xerD::FRTKanFRT Keio Collection54 

JW3784 BW25113 ∆xerC::FRTKanFRT Keio Collection54 

SMR6319  594 hsdrk- mK+ (Magner et al., 2007)55 

SMR7269 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD (Pennington and 
Rosenberg, 2007)56 

SMR19379 594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT (Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR19406 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
ΔrecA::FRTKanFRT 

(Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR19407 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
ΔrecB::FRTKanFRT 

(Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR19425 594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT (Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR19427 594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT ΔrecF::FRT (Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR19460 594 hsdrk- mK+ ΔrecB::FRTKanFRT SMR6319 x P1(JW2788) 
SMR22503 FC36 zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRTKanFRT (Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR22508 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRTKanFRT 

SMR7269 x 
P1(SMR22503) 

SMR22516 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT SMR22508 x pCP20 

SMR22524 
MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 

SMR22516 x 
P1(SMR19379) 
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Name Relevant Genotype Reference or Source 

SMR22529 
MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT 

SMR22524 x pCP20 

SMR22672 
MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT FRT I-site J 

(Xia et al., 2016)2 

SMR24886 

MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT ΔpncC-
recA::FRTKanFRT 

SMR22529 x short 
homology from pKD13 
using p1, p2 

SMR24887 

MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT ΔpncC-
recA::FRT 

SMR24886 x pCP20 

SMR24893 

MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT FRTcatFRT 
RecA N304D  

RecA N304D from 
pGE591-N304D was 
cloned to a backbone 
plasmid carrying 
FRTcatFRT,	then	
SMR24887	x	short	
homology	of	FRTcatFRT	
RecA	N304D	using	p3,	p4 

SMR26432 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
Δtus::FRTKanFRT 

SMR19425 x P1(JW1602) 

SMR26434 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRT FRTcatFRT 
RecA N304D  

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR24893) 

SMR26436 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
Δdif::FRTcatFRT 

SMR19425 short 
homology from pKD3 
using p5, p6 

SMR26444 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
Δdif::FRTcatFRT 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR26436) 

SMR26452 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
ΔxerC::FRTcatFRT 

SMR19425 x P1(JW3784) 

SMR26454 
594 hsdrk- mK+ Δattλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefgfp FRTcatFRT 
ΔxerD::FRTcatFRT 

SMR19425 x P1(JW2862) 

SMR26579 594 hsdrk- mK+ Δtus::FRTKanFRT SMR6319 x P1(JW1602) 
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Chapter 3 

Mutation Analysis Implicates the Roles 
of Candidate Human DNA 

“Damagome” Proteins in Cancers

3.1. Summary 

DNA “damageome” proteins (DDPs) are E. coli proteins that promote DNA 

damage and genome instability when overproduced. Six function clusters relate to 

a probable minimum of six or more mechanisms of DNA-damage promotion, of 

which have been revealed experimentally1. Human homologs and functional 

analogs of E. coli DDPs are candidates for human DNA “damageome” proteins 

(hDDPs). The damage promoting effects of some hDDP candidates have been 

verified1. However, more hDDPs and their possible mechanisms remain to be 

explored. Here, by analyzing published cancer genome, exome and transcriptome 

data, I use bioinformatic approaches to study and prioritize hDDP candidates. I 

show that some hDDP candidates are associated with increased mutation burden 

and certain mutation signatures in cancers. 
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3.2. Introduction 

Previously, Xia et al. discovered DNA “damageome” proteins (DDPs) in E. 

coli that promote DNA damage and genome instability when overproduced. The 

human homologs of E. coli DDPs were proposed as candidates for human DNA 

“damageome” proteins (hDDPs), and have been shown to be overrepresented 

among known and predicted cancer-driving genes1. Experiments in cell lines 

validated 46% of 70 hDDP candidates to be damage-promoting1. 

Among E. coli DDPs, transcription factors (TFs) are overrepresented in a 

phenotype function cluster that displays high levels of reversed replication forks, 

and we showed that many of the E. coli TF-DDPs promote damage by promoting 

replication fork reversal at the DNA sites where they bind, a novel DNA damage 

promoting mechanism for TFs1. Human TFs (hTFs) are functional analogs of E. 

coli TFs, and thus constitute another category of hDDP candidates. Many hTFs 

have important roles related to genome instability and carcinogenesis2, although it 

is not clear whether mechanisms similar to the TF mechanism that observed in E. 

coli occur in human. In this study, I first used computational methods to identify 9 

hTFs that potentially promote replication-fork reversal. Next, I investigated the 

damage/mutation/cancer promoting roles of these candidates by analyzing data 

from tumor samples in published studies and cancer databases, comparing the 

RNA expression levels of candidate hTF-DDPs and mutation burdens/patterns in 

cancers. I find the expression of RNA the 9 hTFs showed high correlation with 

mutation burden and some mutation signatures in breast and lung cancer. 
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In addition, investigation of E. coli DDPs reveals that polymerase IV, a low-

fidelity DNA polymerase, causes DNA damage through the interacting with 

replisome clamp. And in human cells, similarly, we found that the DNA 

methyltransferase DNMT1 induces DNA damage by binding the replisome clamp 

independently of its catalytic activity1. Therefore, I sought to investigate whether 

other human replisome clamp-interacting proteins (PCNA interactors) induce DNA 

damage in a similar way. I find that in breast cancer, the expression level of PCNA 

interactors is significantly more correlated with mutation burden and signatures 

than random proteins. 

3.3. Results 

I previously identified an mRNA signature inferred to accompany reversed 

forks (RFs) in human cancers: BLM, EME1, RECQL4, and GEN13. Based on this, 

I inspected correlation of mRNAs of each of 687 DNA-binding hTFs4, with the 4 

RF-indicating mRNAs in the transcriptome of the 8 most-common cancer types 

(leukemia, bladder, breast, thyroid, colon, kidney, prostate, lung), and identified 9 

hTFs that show strong positive correlation with fork reversal signature-mRNAs 

(Figure 3.1). Of the 9 hTF, 7 (EZH2, WHSC1, E2F1/2/3, MYBL1 and FOXM1) are 

known as cancer-associated5 (Figure 3.1B), and 2 (MXD3 and MYBL2) are non-

cancer associated5 (Figure 3.1C).  

Next, I asked whether in tumors samples in which these 9 hTF mRNAs are 

highly expressed, the mutation burden is also higher, as a result of increased DNA-

damage levels, and whether there are specific mutation signatures associated with 
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the elevated expression of these 9 TF mRNAs. Mutation signatures are unique 

combinations of kinds of mutations, which reflect mutational processes, including 

cell-intrinsic and exogenous-induced processes. Dissecting mutational signatures 

helps reveal how somatic mutations occur that transform normal cells to cancer 

cells. In the past few years, large-scale whole-genome sequencing (WGS) analysis 

on a broad spectrum of human cancers have revealed many mutation signatures6-

8, although the mutational processes underlying many of these signatures are not 

well understood. 

Single-base substitution (SBS) signatures are displayed using the 96-

mutation type classification. This classification is based on the six substitution 

subtypes: C>A, C>G, C>T, T>A, T>C, and T>G (all substitutions are referred to by 

the pyrimidine of the mutated Watson—Crick base pair). Further, each of the 

substitutions is examined by incorporating information on the 5’ and 3’ bases that 

flank each mutated base, thus 96 possible SBS mutation types are generated (6 

types of substitution x 4 types of 5’ base x 4 types of 3’ base) (Figure 3.2a). At the 

time of this study, 30 SBS signatures have been identified and are included in my 

analysis. Although doublet-based substitution signatures (DBS) have been 

mentioned in recent publications8, the analysis of DBS in the field is still in an early 

stage, and thus, is not included in this study.   

In addition to base substitution signatures, rearrangement signatures have 

also been investigated. Nik-Zainal et al.7 defined rearrangement signatures as 

follows: because rearrangements in cancers are often seen in clusters, they first 

classify rearrangements according to clustering features. Then, rearrangements 
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are subclassified into deletions, inversions and tandem duplications. Further, the 

size of the rearranged segments was considered. These yielded 32 features 

representing rearrangements. Nik-Zainal et al.7 have extracted 6 rearrangement 

signatures in breast cancer (Figure 3.2b).  

I used the published breast cancer cohort containing 560 whole-genome 

sequencing (WGS) samples, of which 264 have matched transcriptome data7. 

Therefore, analysis was performed on these 264 samples.  

Figure 3.3 shows the Spearman correlation coefficient between mRNA 

levels of the 9 RF-inducing hTFs and mutation load, 11 SBS signatures and 6 

rearrangement signatures extracted in this study. Note there are in total 12 SBS 

signatures extracted in this study, but SBS signature 20 is only found in a few 

samples, thus excluded in this analysis. Of all signatures extracted, some show 

highly positive correlation with the 9 TF mRNAs, whereas others show weak or no 

correlation. 

Figure 3.4 shows the mutation loads and signatures that are highly 

positively correlated with the mRNA levels of the 9 hTFs. The 95th percentile and 

median level of correlation coefficients from all genes are also shown for 

comparison. Interestingly, these highly correlated features (loss of heterozygosity > 

15Mb and indels of at least 3 bp with microhomology at breakpoint junction) and 

signatures have been shown to indicate HR deficiency (BRCAness)9.  

I then inspected the expression, and mutation load/signatures at the level 

of patient’s tumors the two hTFs, FOXM1 and E2F2, which are found to have the 

most significant correlation in Figure 3.4. Using the highly correlated features in to 
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perform k-means clustering, I find the patients’ tumors can be classified into 6 

groups. Figure 3.5 shows the 6 groups, and higher levels of FOXM1 expression 

are found in 3 groups of patients’ tumors (group 2, 4, 6). All 3 groups show higher 

mutation loads (substitutions and rearrangements) compared with other groups. 

The BRCA status for each patient’s tumor is annotated at the top panel. Patients 

in group 6 are mostly BRCA1 deficient, showing high levels of rearrangement 

signature 3, as previously described7. While patients in group 4 are mostly BRCA2 

deficient, showing high levels of rearrangement signature 5, which is also found 

previously7. Both group 6 and 4 show high levels of SBS signature 3, indels of at 

least 3 bp with microhomology at breakpoint junction, and loss of heterozygosity 

(LOH) with the fragment size > 15 Mb, which are all known to be associated with 

the absence of function in either BRCA1 or BRCA27. On the other side, group 2 

patients’ tumors with high FOXM1 do not have known defects in BRCA1 or BRCA2, 

and apart from higher mutation loads, these patients have higher levels of LOH 

with the fragment size > 15 Mb, but do not have high levels of known signatures. 

Figure 3.6 shows similar patient groups and trends with E2F2. Figure 3.7 and 

Figure 3.8 show the percentage of all signatures in each patient’s tumor ranked by 

the levels of FOXM1 or E2F2. Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 show the actual number 

of mutations belonging to each signature in each patient ranked by the levels of 

FOXM1 or E2F2. 

To generalize our finding of TF mRNAs with RF signatures in breast cancer, 

I have checked the correlation of mutation load and expression of the 9 TF mRNAs 

in multiple cohorts in TCGA (breast, lung, colon, ovarian, UCEC), and found 
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significant correlation only in breast cancer (BRCA), and weaker but noticeable 

correlations in lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) (Figure 3.11). This suggests that the 

mechanism is more common to breast cancer, which is known to be caused by HR 

deficiency (BRCAness). However, in ovarian cancer, in which BRCA mutations are 

also found frequently, similar correlations were not observed. There could be other 

factors specific to breast cancer. But given that the available samples for ovarian 

cancer is limited (<100 cases), compared with breast cancer (several hundreds), 

the observation here may not be conclusive. As more tumor whole-genome 

sequences will be available in the future, further investigation is desired. 

Finally, I investigated the correlation between expression levels of PCNA 

interactor mRNAs and mutation burdens and signatures. Starting with the breast 

cancer WGS dataset7 and the 281 putative PCNA interactors from BioGRID10, I 

find that the level of PCNA interactor mRNAs have significantly higher correlations 

with mutation burdens and signatures compared with random genes (Figure 3.12). 

I then expanded the analysis to TCGA whole exome sequencing cohorts to 

investigate the correlation with mutation burden. In two of the TCGA cohorts, 

breast cancer (BRCA) and lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), the correlation of PCNA 

interactor mRNAs with mutation burden is significantly higher than that of random 

genes. Because the putative list of PCNA interactors is not optimal, our 

collaborator, Dr. Kyle Miller (University of Texas, Austin) has reviewed the 

published work and generated a refined list containing 200 PCNA interactors. 

Moreover, by removing putative interactors with only mass spec evidence, and 

keeping those with validated interaction in publications, a confirmed list of 168 
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PCNA interactors was generated. In addition, we constructed a high-confidence 

list consisting 40 interactors containing the conserved PCNA-binding PIP motif. I 

performed analysis with these three lists on the three datasets mentioned above 

and summarized the results in  

Table 3.1. I observed that the more stringent criteria of PCNA interaction is 

used, the higher percentage of mutation correlators found. And in all lists analyzed, 

the mutation correlators are significantly enriched in putative PCNA interactors. 

3.4. Discussion 

The observed association between HR-deficiency (BRCAness) and the 9 

hTFs raises multiple hypotheses. The most direct hypothesis seems unlikely: that 

there could exist regulation relationships, either BRCA1 or BRCA2 suppress the 9 

TFs, or the TFs suppress BRCA1 or BRCA2. Currently there is no literature 

supporting the possibility that lacking BRCA1 or BRCA2 function could cause 

upregulation of these hTFs. On the contrary, a microarray study found that when 

knocking down BRCA1 with shRNA, the expression level of E2F2 significantly 

decreased, and there was no significant change in the other 8 hTF mRNAs in which 

we are interested11. The other regulation relationship is possible, because there 

are E2F binding sites near BRCA1 promoter, and down-regulation of BRCA1 by 

E2F was found under hypoxia12,13. But the fact that in our data, most E2F-high and 

HR-deficient (implied by mutation signatures) tumors have mutations in BRCA1 or 

BRCA2 indicates that this regulation, if exists, is not the main cause. A more likely 

hypothesis is that the 9 TFs and BRCA are independent, but their effects are 
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additive or synergistic. That is, the combination of increased TF levels and HR 

defect is cancer-promoting, and so is selected in these cancers. Given that these 

hTFs are selected based on correlation with an RF RNA signature, it is possible 

that overexpression of these hTFs causes replication roadblocks which trigger 

excessive fork stalling and reversal. In normal cells, fork reversal is resolved by 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 mediated HR processes, whereas in the absence of BRCA1 

or BRCA2 function, these RFs become problematic and destabilize the genome, 

potentially leading to mutagenesis and carcinogenesis. 

3.5. Methods 

To identify human TFs that strongly correlate with RF reducing genes (BLM, 

EME1, RECQL4, GEN1), data were obtained from cBioportal14. The Spearman 

correlation coefficient of the tumor mRNA level of each human TF and each RF-

reducing gene was calculated across the 8 most-common cancers (leukemia, 

bladder, breast, thyroid, colon, kidney, prostate, lung). 9 TFs with median 

Spearman correlation coefficient r � 0.4 for each pair of comparison from the 8 

most-common cancer types were selected for downstream analysis.  

For the analysis of mutation burden and signatures, data from the whole 

genome breast cancer study were downloaded from the original publication7; 

TCGA data were obtained through Genomic Data Commons (GDC) Data Portal 

(https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov). All analysis was performed in R. Heatmaps were 

generated by the pheatmap package. 
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3.6. Figures and Tables 
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Figure 3.1 – 9 human DNA-binding transcription-factor mRNAs are co-
upregulated with genes implicated reversed-fork reduction in the 8 most-

common cancer types  
a, Increased EZH2 (an oncogenic human DNA-binding TF) tumor mRNA levels (y 
axis, Z scores) are correlated with increased BLM mRNA (x axis, Z scores) in 8 
out of 8 of the most common cancer types (Spearman's rank correlation analysis, 
r�0.4). b, Summary of Spearman’s r values for cancer mRNAs of each of the 7 
cancer-associated human DNA-binding TFs that are positively correlated with 
multiple implicated RF reducing genes’s mRNA: BLM, EME1, RECQL4, GEN1. c, 
mRNAs of 2 human DNA-binding TFs not known to be cancer-associated also 
positively correlated with multiple implicated RF reducing genes. d, Negative-
control human DNA-binding TF mRNA is uncorrelated with implicated RF-
signature gene mRNAs in tumors. e, As a positive control, increased DNA-
replication/cell-proliferation MCM2 mRNA is also associated with RF signature 
mRNAs. This is expected because DNA replication must occur for replication forks 
to occur and reverse. 
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Figure 3.2 – single-base substitution and rearrangement signatures.  
a, An example of single-base substitution signature 

(https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/signatures_v2). b, the 6 rearrangement 
signatures of breast cancers7. 
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Figure 3.3 – Correlation between tumor transcription-factor mRNAs and 
tumor mutation loads in breast cancer. 

Heatmap of Spearman correlation coefficient between the tumor mRNA levels of 
9 transcription factors with RF signature (rows) and percent contribution of each 
signature (columns) in breast cancer. The indicators of mutation load and 
signatures (left to right) are: total number of base substitution mutations, total 
number of rearrangements, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) with the fragment size > 
15 Mb, indels of at least 3 bp with microhomology at the breakpoint junction, 
percent contribution of COSMIC SBS mutation signature 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 13, 17, 18, 
26, 30, percent contribution of rearrangement signature 1-67. 
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Figure 3.4 – High correlation between tumor transcription-factor mRNAs 
and some tumor mutation signatures in breast cancer. 

Heatmap showing the Spearman correlation coefficient between the tumor mRNA 
levels of 9 transcription-factors with RF signature (rows) and indicators of mutation 
load and signatures (columns) in breast cancer. The indicators of mutation load 
and signatures (left to right) are: total number of base substitution mutations, total 
number of rearrangements, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) with the fragment size > 
15 Mb, percent contribution of COSMIC SBS mutation signature 3, indels of at 
least 3 bp with microhomology at the breakpoint junction, percent contribution of 
rearrangement signature 1, 3, and 57. 
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Figure 3.5 – FOXM1 tumor mRNA levels and correlated tumor mutation 
load/signatures in breast cancer. 

Heatmap showing the levels of FOXM1 mRNA expression and indicators of 
mutation load/signatures for each patient’s tumor (column). Each row represents 
the normalized z score of each indicator (in order: number of base substitution 
mutations, number of rearrangements, loss of heterozygosity with the fragment 
size > 15 Mb, percentage of COSMIC mutation signature 3, indels of at least 3 bp 
with microhomology at the breakpoint junction, percentage of rearrangement 
signature 1, 3, and 5)7. K-means clustering reveals 6 groups of patients’ tumors. 
Groups are labeled at the top of the graph. The BRCA status annotation bar 
indicates whether the patient’s tumor has inactive BRCA1/2 (including inactivating 
mutations and BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation)7. 
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Figure 3.6 – E2F2 tumor mRNA levels and correlated tumor mutation 
load/signatures in breast cancer. 

Heatmap showing the levels of E2F2 mRNA expression and indicators of mutation 
load/signatures for each patient’s tumor (column). Each row represents the 
normalized z score of each indicator (in order: number of base substitution 
mutations, number of rearrangements, loss of heterozygosity with the fragment 
size > 15 Mb, percentage of COSMIC mutation signature 3, indels of at least 3 bp 
with microhomology at the breakpoint junction, percentage of rearrangement 
signature 1, 3, and 5)7. K-means clustering reveals 6 groups of patients’ tumors. 
Groups are labeled at the top of the graph. The BRCA status annotation bar 
indicates whether the patient’s tumor has inactive BRCA1/2 (including inactivating 
mutations and BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation)7. 
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Figure 3.7 – FOXM1 tumor mRNA levels and all tumor mutation signatures 
in breast cancer. 

Percentage of each mutation signature in each patient ranked by the levels of 
FOXM1 tumor mRNA (left, high; right, low). Each column represents a patient’s 
tumor; each row represents the normalized z score of the percent of the mutation 
signature7. 
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Figure 3.8 – E2F2 tumor mRNA levels and all tumor mutation signatures in 
breast cancer. 

Percentage of each mutation signature in each patient ranked by the levels of 
FOXM1 tumor mRNA (left, high; right, low). Each column represents a patient’s 
tumor; each row represents the normalized z score of the percent of the mutation 
signature7. 
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Figure 3.9 – FOXM1 tumor mRNA levels and number of tumor mutations 
belonging to each mutation signature in breast cancer. 

Number of mutations colored by signatures in each patient7 ranked by the levels 
of FOXM1 mRNA (left, high; right, low). Each column represents a patient’s tumor. 
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Figure 3.10 – E2F2 tumor mRNA levels and number of tumor mutations 
belonging to each mutation signature in breast cancer. 

Number of mutations colored by signatures in each patient7 ranked by the levels 
of E2F2 mRNA (left, high; right, low). Each column represents a patient’s tumor. 
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Figure 3.11 – Correlation between tumor transcription factor mRNAs and 
tumor mutation burden in TCGA cohorts. 

Spearman correlation coefficients of transcription factor mRNAs of interest (rows) 
and tumor mutation burden (sum of substitutions and indels) in several TCGA 
cohorts (columns). 
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Figure 3.12 – Positive tumor mutation correlators are enriched in PCNA 
interactor mRNAs. High correlation between PCNA interactor mRNAs and 

some mutation signatures. 
Heatmap showing the Spearman correlation coefficients between the mRNA levels 
of 281 PCNA interactors (rows) and 10 indicators of mutation load and signatures 
(columns) in breast cancer7. The indicators of mutation load and signatures (left to 
right) are: base substitution mutations, indels, rearrangements, loss of 
heterozygosity with the fragment size > 15 Mb, percent contribution of COSMIC 
mutation signature 3, percent contribution of COSMIC mutation signature 13, 
indels of at least 3 bp with microhomology at breakpoint junction, rearrangement 
signature 1, 3, and 5. Of the 281 PCNA interactors, mRNAs of 88 (boxed) are 
considered positive mutation correlators as their correlation coefficient with at least 
one of the mutation indicators is in the top 5% of all protein coding genes. Among 
all protein coding genes, about 13% are positive mutation correlators according to 
the criteria above. The positive mutation correlators are significantly enriched in 
PCNA interactor mRNAs (p < 10-15, fisher’s exact test). 
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PCNA interactors Breast cancer 

whole genome 
study (top 

correlators with 
one of the ten 

mutation 
indicators) 

TCGA breast 
cancer whole 

exome study (top 
correlators with 

mutation burden) 

TCGA lung 
adenocarcinoma 

whole exome study 
(top correlators with 

mutation burden) 

Refined list (200) 38.0% (p < 10-15) 22.0% (p < 10-15) 27.0% (p < 10-15) 
Confirmed list (168) 39.3% (p < 10-15) 22.6% (p < 10-14) 30.4% (p < 10-15) 
PIP containing (40) 52.5% (p < 10-8) 35.0% (p < 10-8) 43.5% (p < 10-11) 

*Top tumor mutation correlators are defined as genes of which the Spearman 
correlation between the mRNA level and mutation burden (sum of base-substitutions 
and indels) is higher than 95% of the mRNAs of all protein-coding genes.    

 

Table 3.1 – Tumor mRNAs of PCNA interactors defined by different criteria 
and the corresponding percentage of top tumor mutation correlators in 

different cancer cohorts. 
Top tumor mutation correlators are defined as genes of which the Spearman 

correlation between the mRNA level and mutation burden (sum of base-

substitutions and indels) is higher than 95% of the mRNAs of all protein-coding 

genes. The table shows the percentage of PCNA interactors that are members of 

top tumor mutation correlators. 
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Chapter 4 

Deep Translational Discovery of 
Cancer Chemotherapy Resistance 

Genes 

4.1. Summary 

Some of the most commonly used cancer chemotherapeutic drugs, 5-

fluorouracil (5-FU) and methotrexate, work via thymineless death (TLD): the rapid 

loss of viability of cells when deprived of thymine, accompanied by DNA 

destruction. This well conserved process occurs in bacterial, yeast, and human 

cells with similar DNA abnormalities1. In one of the best studied organisms, the 

bacterium Escherichia coli, loss of function of many conserved DNA repair and 

damage-response genes confers resistance to TLD, and at least three TLD 

pathways have been demonstrated, providing the largest number of resistance-

gene identities in any organism2. Identification of resistance genes in human can 
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help modify post-surgical predictions for patients, and indicate those more or less 

likely to benefit from 5-FU in applied chemotherapies. Here, we discover human 5-

FU-resistance genes/mutations guided by the identities of E. coli loss-of-function 

resistance genes. We identified a set of 94 candidate human homologs and 

functional counterparts (analogues) of E. coli resistance genes, and used them to 

search for mutations in specimens of human 5-FU-resistant metastases. We 

sequenced these genes with targeted next-generation sequencing (NGS) in 

collections of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) colon, liver, and breast 

tumor specimens, of which some are pre- and post-treatment matched pairs of 

primary tumors and resistant metastases, some are normal and post-treatment 

matched pairs, and others are only post-treatment resistant metastases. In the 

paired pre- and post-treatment pairs, I find that 5-FU-resistant tumors obtained 

possibly damaging mutations in some candidate genes. These genes were 

selected for further validation experimentally. In addition, I compared the 

prevalence of non-SNP variants in the candidate genes of the resistant tumor with 

that of the primary tumors (exome data) in TCGA, and selected genes showing 

increased occurrence of non-SNP variants in resistant tumors for further validation. 

We have validated some of the resistance genes by knock-down experiments in 

cell culture. The study shows the utility of E. coli for predicting basic biology 

relevant to human cancers. 
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4.2. Introduction 

Thymine is unique among required nucleic acid precursors in that it is 

absolutely required in DNA. The primary effect of thymine starvation occurs at the 

sites where DNA synthesis is required, including the initiation and progression of 

replication forks, and sites of DNA repair. Starvation of thymine leads to DNA 

damage and cell death. The primary mechanisms by which cells lose viability when 

deprived of thymine were long elusive1,3 until Fonville et al. identified at least 3 

pathways2 by which TLD occurs in E. coli: the first pathway is RecA (RAD51 

ortholog)-dependent and requires the activation of DNA-damage (SOS)-response, 

which triggers an apparently irreversible cell-cycle checkpoint; the second pathway 

is dependent on RecQ-DNA helicase2,4, and is partially independent of RecA, the 

key protein for homologous recombination; the third pathway is a ‘death-by-

recombination’ pathway in which damaged chromosomes recombine, fail to be 

resolved into separate chromosomes and so block chromosome segregation2,5. 

Besides these three pathways, there is a fourth minor component that is 

independent of RecA and RecQ. 

Thymineless death is similar in mammalian cells1 and the chemotherapeutic 

drug 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) provokes thymine deficiency by inhibiting thymidylate 

synthase and blocking the synthesis of thymidine monophosphate6. A mechanistic 

understanding of this phenomenon might have valuable biomedical applications. 

In this study, we started from a list of E. coli genes that confer TLD resistance when 

mutated, identified human homologs and analogs as human candidates for 5-FU-

resistance genes, and performed targeted sequencing searching for mutations in 
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these genes in 5-FU resistant tumors. The selected candidates from this pipeline 

have been tested in cell lines for their loss-of-function conferring resistance. 

4.3. Results 

The E. coli genes related to TLD are summarized in Table 4.1. Human 

homologs of these E. coli genes were found by PSI-BLAST7, DELTA-BLAST8, the 

search of KEGG database9 and previous knowledge of functional analogs. Genes 

used in the targeted sequencing panel are summarized in  

Table 4.2, which includes human homologs, functional analogs, 17 known 

5-FU-resistance genes from the literature and 30 randomly picked genes as control. 

The sequenced region covers the exons, splice sites, extended promoters, as well 

as 5’ and 3’ UTR of the candidate genes.  

Table 4.3 lists available FFPE samples for our study. Tissue blocks were 

collected from the Ben Taub Hospital, the Veteran Affairs (VA) Hospital, the Baylor 

College of Medicine Breast Center and St. Luke’s Hospital. Fewer than 25% of the 

available cases have all three stages of cancer progression (normal tissue - pre-

treatment/primary tumor – post-treatment/recurrence). About 35% of the available 

cases have only tissue from the resistant recurrence.  

The variants of all samples available for this study are summarized in Table 

4.4. Two ways have been used to identify resistance-mediating mutations in our 

sequenced samples. First, I analyzed matched pairs of pre- and post-treatment 

samples, as well as normal and post-treatment samples. These pairs allow the 

identification of somatic mutations. I found 14 mutations that are specific to 5-FU 
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treatment (in the post-treatment sample but not in matched pre-treatment or 

normal samples), 23 mutations with unknown stage of occurrence (in post-

treatment sample but not in matched normal sample, while the pre-treatment 

sample is not available), and 17 mutations that occur prior to treatment (Table 4.5). 

We decided to test genes with mutations specific to 5-FU treatment, especially 

mutations predicted to be pathogenic, in our downstream cell line experiments.  

Next, I pooled all non-SNP variants found in our 83 post-treatment samples 

and compared with 97 or 306 primary colon cancer samples from TCGA (Table 

4.6 and Table 4.7). I prioritized genes that have more non-SNP variants in our 5-

FU treated tissues than in the TCGA primary tumors. Genes with many non-SNP 

variants in our 5-FU-treated tissues and with few non-SNP variants in TCGA 

primary tumors will be tested in our downstream cell line experiment. 

Because the role of E. coli RecQ in TLD resistance is particularly interesting, 

we tested all RecQ homologs. Table 4.8 lists all the final candidates tested in the 

colony formation assay in HCT-116 cells and the results. 7 were resistant, 6 of 

which were not known previously. 

4.4. Conclusions 

We discovered 6 new human 5-FU-resistance genes/mutations guided by 

the known identities of E. coli loss-of-function resistance genes. Because of the 

limited sample number, we were not able to show that 5-FU-resistant tumors obtain 

significantly more mutations in the candidate genes compared with random genes. 

However, we were able to find increased occurrence of non-SNP variants in our 
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collection of resistant tumor samples compared with primary tumors in TCGA. We 

have validated some of the resistance genes by knock-down experiments in cell 

culture and then demonstrated 5-FU resistance. Our study shows the utility of E. 

coli for predicting basic biology relevant to human cancers and allowed discovery 

of 6 new 5-FU-resistance genes. 

4.5. Methods 

4.5.1. Targeted next-generation sequencing analysis 

The fastq files were analyzed through the following pipeline. 

1. Reads were first trimmed by Trimmomatic10, removing bases with 

low sequencing quality. Trimmed reads were then aligned to the GRCh37 (hg19) 

genome by BWA11. The possible sequencing or PCR duplicates were removed 

using the MarkDuplicates function in Picard Tools  

(https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). 

2. The alignment files were used for variant calling through GATK 

HaplotypeCaller12. SNVs were annotated with rs number using dbSNP13 build 146. 

3. SNVs were filtered to include only those in the exomes and splice 

sites of the targeted genes. Quality threshold was set as DP>20 and QD>2. 

4. SNVs were annotated with Oncotator14. The SNVs that present at 

high frequency in populations are SNPs and were excluded from downstream 

analysis. In this study, the criterion for SNP is summarized here: the allele 

frequency, as annotated by Oncotator using the data form 1000 Genome project15, 

is above 0.01 in any of the 5 major populations (1000Genome_AFR_AF, 
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1000Genome_AMR_AF, 1000Genome_EAS_AF, 1000Genome_EUR_AF, 

1000Genome_SAS_AF). 

5. Variants annotated as common and with no known medical impact 

by dbSNP13 were excluded for downstream analysis. 

6. Normal/primary tumor/recurrent tumor samples from the same 

patient were compared and Table 4.4 generated.  

7. The effects of all mutations (in tumor but not in normal tissue) were 

predicted with Variant Effect Predictor (VEP)16 and are summarized in Table 4.5. 

4.5.2. TCGA primary tumor files analysis 

1. Variant calling files (vcf) for primary tumors were downloaded from 

the TCGA COAD cohort in Genomic Data Commons (GDC) Legacy Archive 

(https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/legacy-archive/search/f). 

2. SNVs were filtered to include only those in the exomes and splice 

sites of the targeted genes and with comparable quality thresholds as used in 

Targeted next-generation sequencing analysis. 

3. SNVs were annotated with Oncotator14. The SNVs that present at 

high frequency in populations are SNPs and were excluded for downstream 

analysis. The criterion for SNP is the same as that summarized in Targeted next-

generation sequencing analysis. 

4. Variants annotated as common and with no known medical impact 

by dbSNP13 were excluded for downstream analysis.  
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4.6. Tables 

Pathway Gene 

DNA replication dnaA17, dnaB17,18, dnaC17 

DNA repair recA2,19, recF20, recG19, 
recJ21, recO21, recQ4 

DNA damage response lexA2, psiB1, sulA2, infA22 

other dnaK23, groE24, csrA25 

 

	

Table 4.1 – TLD resistance genes in E. coli. 
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(Ψ+Δ) BLAST 
homologs 

functional analogs known 
resistance 

genes 

random 
genes 

BLM HSPA1L FEN1  PALB2 UBA1 ZNRD1 
WRN HSPA8 ORC1 SPIDR POLA1 TAF4B 

RECQL5 DDX18 ORC2 ATM TYMS HEY1 
CHD3 SKIV2L ORC3 ATR TYMP WISP1 
DDX17 HSPA13 ORC4 CHEK1 UPP1 CHST4 
XRCC3 DMC1 ORC5 PLK1 UMPS NT5DC2 
HYOU1 HSPA4L ORC6 RAD50 TP53 ADCY8 
DICER1 SKIV2L2 CDT1 RAD51 FAS UCN3 
HSPE1 DDX47 MCM2 RAD51B BAX FAM32A 
DDX6 DDX60 MCM3 XRCC2 MLH1 A1BG 
CHD1 DDX43 MCM4 RAD52 MSH2 PRDX2 
CHD2 DDX24 MCM5 RAD54B MSH6 DLST 

HSPA14 HSPA2 MCM6 PSMC3IP FASLG FPR1 
HSPH1 IFIH1 MCM7 MND1 FADD HERC3 
DDX52 DHX58 MCM10 RAD51AP1 CASP8 PGRMC1 
HELQ MOB4  GINS1 BRCA1 TNFRSF10B GBE1 

HSPA4   GINS2 MRE11A SRC ADHFE1 
HSPA6   GINS3 DNA2   OSM 
HSPD1   GINS4 EXO1   ARHGAP1 
HSPE1   CDC45     ANKRD37 

RAD51C   POLE     ITSN2 
RAD51D   POLE2     CXCR3 
RECQL   POLE3     GIF 
HSPA9   POLD1     MC1R 

RECQL4   POLD2     ZNF836 
DDX10   POLD3     UTP18 
DDX1   POLD4     SYT11 

HSPA1A   LIG1     BRAT1 
HSPA1B   ERCC5     GPR1 
HSPA5   BRCA2     TAZ 

 
Table 4.2 – Gene panel for targeted sequencing. 
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Sequenced samples Cases 

total 83 
normal     pre-treat.     post-treat. 19 

                pre-treat.     post-treat. 6 

normal                         post-treat. 27 

                                    post-treat. 31 

Table 4.3 – Summary of cases and samples. 
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Table 4.4 – Summary of SNVs found in all samples.  
Samples from the same patient are displayed in the same row for comparison. Empty cells indicate that the corresponding 

sample is not available. Columns from left to right are: cancer type, ID of normal sample, all SNVs found in normal sample, 

alteration1 (SNVs in primary tumor but not in normal), ID of primary tumors, all SNVs found in primary tumor, alteration2 

(SNVs in recurrent tumor but not in primary tumor, or SNVs in recurrent tumor but not in normal tissue, with question mark), 

all SNVs found in primary tumor. * samples lack copy number variation genome-wide, comparing with matched normal, 

indicating low tumor percentage in tumor sample. 
Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 
Colon 169, 170 POLE, (+TP53) 15, 27 POLE, TP53,  18, 30 POLE, TP53, 

Colon    21, 33 

HSPA9, 
BRAT1, 

SPIDR, CHD2, 
TP53, 

(+CXCR3) 22, 34 

HSPA9, BRAT1, 
SPIDR, CHD2, 
TP53, CXCR3, 

Colon 172, 173 

MSH6, 
AP4M1, 
CHD3, 

(+FPR1) 23, 35 

MSH6, AP4M1, 
TP53, CHD3, 

FPR1, 
 24, 36 

MSH6, AP4M1, 
TP53, CHD3, 

FPR1, 

Colon 39, 51 DDX60,     38*, 50* DDX60, 

Colon 41, 53 

WISP1, 
DDX10, 

RAD51AP1, 
   (+TP53)? 40, 52 

WISP1, DDX10, 
RAD51AP1, 

TP53, 

Colon 43, 55 MSH6, MCM4,    (+TP53)? 42, 54 
MSH6, MCM4, 

TP53, 

Colon 45, 57 

DDX1, 
RECQL4, 
HSPH1, 

MC1R, CHD3, 
LIG1, A1BG, 

   
(+TP53)?, 

(+XRCC3)? 
44, 56 

DDX1, RECQL4, 
HSPH1, XRCC3, 

MC1R, TP53, 
CHD3, LIG1, 

A1BG, 

Colon 47, 59 GIF, ZNF836,     46*, 58* GIF, ZNF836, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon, 

liver met 
133 

HELQ, 
BRCA2, 

(+TP53) 61 
HELQ, BRCA2, 

TP53, 
 73 

HELQ, BRCA2, 
TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
134 

SKIV2L, 
DDX10, CHD3, 

 62 
SKIV2L, 

DDX10, CHD3, 
 74 

SKIV2L, DDX10, 
CHD3, 

Colon, 

liver met 
135 

ATR, DDX60, 
DNA2, DDX17, 

(+TP53) 63 

ATR, DDX60, 
DNA2, TP53, 

DDX17, 
 75 

ATR, DDX60, 
DNA2, TP53, 

DDX17, 

Colon, 

liver met 
136 

ITSN2, SPIDR, 
DNA2, CDT1, 

CHD3, 

(+ITSN2), 
(+TP53) 

64 

ITSN2, ITSN2, 
SPIDR, DNA2, 
CDT1, TP53, 

CHD3, 

 76 

ITSN2, ITSN2, 
SPIDR, DNA2, 
CDT1, TP53, 

CHD3, 

Colon, 

liver met 
137 

ATR, BRCA2, 
BLM, 

WRAP53, 
DDX52, 

(+TP53) 65 

ATR, BRCA2, 
BLM, TP53, 
WRAP53, 
DDX52, 

(-TP53) 80* 

ATR, BRCA2, 
BLM, WRAP53, 

DDX52, 

Colon, 

liver met 
138 

MSH2, ORC2, 
RECQL4, 
RECQL4, 

(+TP53) 66 

MSH2, ORC2, 
RECQL4, 
RECQL4, 

TP53, 

 
77, 88, 

174 

MSH2, ORC2, 
RECQL4, 

RECQL4, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
139 

WRN, SPIDR, 
RAD51AP1, 
RAD51AP1, 

(+TP53) 67 

WRN, SPIDR, 
RAD51AP1, 
RAD51AP1, 

TP53, 

(+TYMP) 78 

WRN, SPIDR, 
RAD51AP1, 
RAD51AP1, 

TP53, TYMP, 

Colon, 

liver met 
140  (+DICER1) 68 DICER1,  79 DICER1, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon, 

liver met 
141 

ANTXR1, 
BRCA2, 
BRCA2, 
BRCA2, 

(+TP53) 69 

ANTXR1, 
BRCA2, 
BRCA2, 

BRCA2, TP53, 

 81 

ANTXR1, 
BRCA2, BRCA2, 
BRCA2, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
142 

ADHFE1, 
FSBP, 

MRE11A, 
BRCA2, 
MCM5, 

 70 

ADHFE1, 
FSBP, 

MRE11A, 
BRCA2, 
MCM5, 

 82 

ADHFE1, FSBP, 
MRE11A, 

BRCA2, MCM5, 

Colon, 

liver met 
143 

EXO1, MCM7, 
BRCA2, 

DHX58, LIG1, 

(+TP53), 
(+POLE2) 

71 

EXO1, MCM7, 
BRCA2, 

POLE2, TP53, 
DHX58, LIG1, 

(+POLE), 
(+TYMS) 

83 

EXO1, MCM7, 
POLE, BRCA2, 
POLE2, TP53, 
TYMS, DHX58, 

LIG1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
144, 175 

ITSN2, CDT1, 
ZNF836, 

(+TP53) 72 
ITSN2, CDT1, 

TP53, ZNF836, 
 84 

ITSN2, CDT1, 
TP53, ZNF836, 

Breast  
TP53 (clinical 

record) 
 89 

MSH6, 
HSPA1L, 

BRCA2, TP53, 
LIG1, 

 93 

MSH6, HSPA1L, 
BRCA2, TP53, 

LIG1, 

Breast 104 

SPIDR, 
BRCA2, CDT1, 

DDX17 
 90 

SPIDR, 
BRCA2, CDT1, 

DDX17 

(+HSPA6), 
(+TP53) 

94 

HSPA6, SPIDR, 
BRCA2, CDT1, 
TP53, DDX17, 

Breast 97 GBE1, (+POLE) 91 GBE1, POLE, 

(+HSPA4L), 
(+TP53), 
(+TYMP), 
(+POLA1) 

95 

GBE1, HSPA4L, 
POLE, TP53, 

TYMP, POLA1, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Breast    92 
HSPA4L, 

TP53, UBA1, 
 96 

HSPA4L, TP53, 
UBA1, 

Breast 100     (+TP53)? 101 TP53, 

Breast 102 

SKIV2L, 
POLE, 

BRCA1, 
   

(+ACDY8)?
, (+TP53)? 

103 

SKIV2L, ADCY8, 
POLE, TP53, 

BRCA1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
109 

ORC4, 
BRCA1, 
BRCA1, 
ZNF836, 
ODF3B, 

 110 

ORC4, 
BRCA1, 
BRCA1, 
ZNF836, 
ODF3B, 

(+BLM), 
(+PALB2), 
(+TP53) 

111 

ORC4, BLM, 
PALB2, TP53, 

BRCA1, BRCA1, 
ZNF836, ODF38, 

Colon, 

liver met 
114 

GBE1, DDX60, 
AP4M1, 
ERCC5, 
FASN, 

(+TP53) 115 

GBE1, DDX60, 
AP4M1, 

ERCC5, TP53, 
FASN, 

 116 

GBE1, DDX60, 
AP4M1,  ERCC5, 

TP53, FASN, 

Colon, 

liver met 
   118 

ATR, ATM, 
TP53, 

 119 ATR, ATM, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
123 

MSH6, MLH1, 
SKIV2L, 
DDX10, 
DDX10, 

   (+TP53)? 124 

MSH6, MLH1, 
SKIV2L, DDX10, 
DDX10, TP53, 

Colon, 

lung met 
123 

MSH6, MLH1, 
SKIV2L, 
DDX10, 
DDX10, 

   
(+TP53), (-

SKIV2L) 
125 

MSH6, MLH1, 
DDX10, DDX10, 

TP53, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon 128 

MCM6,  
HSPA9, 

ORC5, RRS1, 
RECQL4, 

ORC6, 
DDX52, 

POLA1, UBA1, 
UBA1, 

    129* 

MCM6, HSPA9, 
ORC5, RRS1, 

RECQL4, ORC6, 
DDX52, POLA1, 

UBA1, UBA1, 

Colon 130 

DDX10, CHD3, 
FPR1, 

ZNF836, 
   (+TP53)? 131 

DDX10, TP53, 
CHD3, FPR1, 

ZNF836, 

Colon 147 

EXO1, LRIG1, 
RECQL4, 
RECQL5, 

    146 

EXO1, LRIG1, 
RECQL4, 
RECQL5, 

Colon 149 

MCM4, DNA2, 
BRCA1, 
FASN, 

   (+TP53)? 148 

MCM4, DNA2, 
TP53, BRCA1, 

FASN, 

Colon 150 

MSH6, MCM6, 
HELQ, 

RECQL4, 
BRCA1, 
TAF4B, 

   (+TP53)? 151 

MSH6, MCM6, 
HELQ, RECQL4, 
TP53, BRCA1, 

TAF4B, 

Colon 153 DHX58,    (+DDX1)? 152 DDX1, DHX58, 

Colon, 

liver met 
155 

MCM3, 
POLD3, 

    156* MCM3, POLD3, 

Colon 157 BLM,    (+TP53)? 158 BLM, TP53, 

Colon 159 MCM10,    (+ERCC5)? 160 MCM10, ERCC5, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon 167 

EXO1, WRN, 
WRN, 

HSPA13, 
   (+TP53)? 166 

EXO1, WRN, 
WRN, TP53, 

HSPA13, 

Colon 145 

MSH2, HELQ, 
BRCA2, 
BRCA1, 
FASN, 

   
(-BLM)?, 
(+TP53)? 

168 

MSH2, HELQ, 
BRCA2, TP53, 
BRCA1, FASN, 

Colon, 

liver met 
181 

BRCA2, 
DDX52, 

   
(+TP53)?, 
(+TP53)? 

182 
BRCA2, TP53, 
TP53, DDX52, 

Colon, 

liver met 
183 HSPA6, LIG1,     184 HSPA6, LIG1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
185 SYT11, TP53,     186 SYT11, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
187 

IFIH1, DDX60, 
RECQL4, 

   (+TP53)? 188 
IFIH1, DDX60, 

RECQL4, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
189 

SKIV2L2, 
MRE11A, 

POLE, 
   

(+TP53)?, 
(+BRCA1)? 

190 

SKIV2L2, 
MRE11A, POLE, 
TP53, BRCA1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
191 RAD50, CHD2,    (+TP53)? 192 

RAD50, CHD2, 
TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
193 BLM,    (+TP53)? 194 BLM, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      195 

SYT11, EXO1, 
ITSN2, MSH2, 
MSH6, HSPD1, 

MLH1, ATR, 
WWTR1, HELQ, 
HERC3, DDX60, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 
WRN, RECQL4, 

HSPA5, GIF, 
ATM, DDX10, 

BRCA2, BRCA2, 
ERCC5, 

RAD51B, RAD51, 
PALB2, CHD3, 
BRCA1, HID1, 

RECQL5, 
CDC45, MCM5, 
MCM5, POLA1, 
POLA1, UBA1, 
UBA1, UBA1, 

UBA1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      196 

MCM2, UPP1, 
SPIDR, TP53, 

CHD3, BRCA1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
197 

EXO1, ATR, 
DDX10, 
BRCA2, 
BRCA2, 
TYMP, 

    198 

EXO1, ATR, 
DDX10, BRCA2, 
BRCA2, TYMP, 

Colon, 

liver met 
199 

ITSN2,  WRN, 
RAD54B,  
BRCA2, 
BRCA2, 
ERCC5, 

CHST4, CDT1, 
BRCA1, 

   (+ATM)? 200 

ITSN2,  WRN, 
RAD54B, ATM, 

BRCA2, BRCA2, 
ERCC5, CHST4, 
CDT1, BRCA1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      201 MSH2, DDX18, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon, 

liver met 
      202 

ATR, PALB2, 
CHD3, LIG1, 

POLD1, DDX17, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      203 

ORC4, HSPA1L, 
SPIDR, ATM, 

Colon, 

liver met 
206 HSPA1L, (+TP53) 205 

HSPA1L, 
TP53, 

 207 HSPA1L, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
209, 211 

MSH6, 
MCM10, 

(+TP53) 208 
MSH6, 

MCM10, TP53, 
 210 

MSH6, MCM10, 
TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      212 

ADHFE1, 
RECQL4, ATM, 
DLST, FASN, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      213 

SKIV2L, 
RECQL4, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      214 

TP53, TP53, 
A1BG, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      215 ITSN2, DDX10, 

Colon       16, 28 

HSPA4L, ATM, 
ATM, ATM, 

XRCC3, TP53, 
HSPA13, 

Colon       17, 29 

DNA2, DDX10, 
BRCA2, TP53, 

DMC1, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon       37, 49 

HSPA4L, ORC3, 
XRCC2, 

ARHGAP1, 
TP53, 

Colon, 

liver 

met? 

      48, 60 
HSPA4, BRAT1, 

TP53, 

Colon       85 MC1R, 

Colon       86 

RAD50, 
MRE11A, 

XRCC3, MC1R, 
FASN, BAX, 

CDC45, 

Colon       87 

MLH1, MLH1, 
MCM10, DDX47, 

POLE, PLK1, 

Breast, 

brain 

met 

      98 

EXO1, CHD1, 
BRCA1, BRCA1, 

MCM5, 

Breast, 

brain 

met 

      99 

MSH6, DDX18, 
POLD2, ADCY8, 
RECQL, CHD3, 

Breast, 

brain 

met 

      105 

MSH6, CHD1, 
ORC3, ADCY8, 
POLE2, BLM, 
PLK1, TP53, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 
Breast, 

brain 

met 

      106 
LRIG1, RAD54B, 
WISP1, POLD1, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      112 ADCY8, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      113 

ANTXR1, 
ADHFE1, 
RECQL4, 

RECQL4, ATM, 
DDX10, DDX47, 

POLDIP2, 
DDX52, DDX52, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      117 

CASP8, RAD50, 
TAF4B, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      120 MRE11A, PALB2, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      121 CDT1, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      122 MC1R, TP53, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      126 

WWTR1, TP53, 
CHD3, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      127 

ORC1, GPR1, 
ADCY8, ATM, 

CDT1, ZNF836, 
UBA1, 
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Cancer Norm_ID normal_SNV alteration1 pre_ID pre_treat_SNV alteration2 post_ID post_treat_SNV 

Colon, 

liver met 
      132 

BRCA2, TP53, 
CHD3, FASN, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      154 RECQL4, TYMS, 

Colon, 

liver met 
      176 

ORC1, RAD52, 
TP53, 

Colon 163 
RECQL5, 
RECQL5, 

 
161*, 

162* 

RECQL5, 
RECQL5, 

   

Colon 165 

RAD54B, 
DDX24, 
ZNF836, 
HSPA13, 

 164* 

RAD54B, 
DDX24, 
ZNF836, 
HSPA13, 

   

Colon 7 
BRCA1, 
POLD1, 

 177 
BRCA1, 
POLD1, 

   

Colon 178 

SKIV2L2, 
HSPA1L, 
DDX10, 
DDX52,  
ZNF836, 

 8 

SKIV2L2, 
HSPA1L, 
DDX10, 
DDX52, 
ZNF836, 
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Table 4.5 – Summary of all somatic mutations and predicted effects. 
Sample Tissue #CHR POS REF ALT Gene Category variant_Class Gain Effects 

111 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

15 91358361 C G BLM homolog Missense_Mutation post-treat possibly 

damaging 

22-34 Colon X 70837136 GA G CXCR
3 

random Frame_Shift_Del post-treat high 

95 Breast 4 128744006 G C HSPA
4L 

homolog Missense_Mutation post-treat probably 

damaging 

94 Breast 1 161495401 C G HSPA
6 

homolog Missense_Mutation post-treat probably 

damaging 

95 Breast 7 99697209 C G MCM7 analog Intron, 3nt from 

splice 

post-treat low 

111 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

16 23647397 G T PALB2 analog Nonsense_Mutation post-treat high 

95 Breast X 24745071 C G POLA1 known res Missense_Mutation post-treat benign 

83 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

12 133249839 C G POLE analog Missense_Mutation post-treat probably 

damaging 

94 Breast 17 7576870 C A TP53 known res Nonsense_Mutation post-treat high 

111 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578403 C T TP53 known res Missense_Mutation post-treat probably 

damaging 

95 Breast 17 7578474 C CG TP53 known 

resistant 

Frame_Shift_Ins post-treat high 

95 Breast 22 50964907 TGC

GG 

T TYMP known 

resistant 

Splice_Site post-treat low 

78 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

22 50965168 C A TYMP known 

resistant 

Splice_Site post-treat high 
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Sample Tissue #CHR POS REF ALT Gene Category variant_Class Gain Effects 

83 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

18 659675 C A TYMS known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation post-treat benign 

103 Breast 8 131922105 G A ADCY
8 

random Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

200 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

11 108119669 G T ATM analog Nonsense_Mutation pre or 

post 

high 

190 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 41246030 C A BRCA
1 

analog Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

152 Colon 2 15760434 G A DDX1 homolog Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

160 Colon 13 103513972 G A ERCC
5 

analog Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

benign 

151 Colon 17 7577022 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Nonsense_Mutation pre or 

post 

high 

42-54 Colon 17 7577120 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

103 Breast 17 7577129 A C TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

40-52 Colon 17 7577539 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

148 Colon 17 7577548 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

44-56 Colon 17 7578212 GAA

AAG

T 

G TP53 known 

resistant 

Frame_Shift_Del pre or 

post 

high 
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Sample Tissue #CHR POS REF ALT Gene Category variant_Class Gain Effects 

GTTT

CTG 

TCAT

CC 

101 Breast 17 7578412 A T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

131 Colon 17 7578484 GAA

TCAA 

G TP53 known 

resistant 

In_Frame_Del pre or 

post 

moderate 

158 Colon 17 7577539 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

166 Colon 17 7577121 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

168 Colon 17 7577022 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Nonsense_Mutation pre or 

post 

high 

182 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7577124 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

182 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578457 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

possibly 

damaging 

188 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578406 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

190 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7579840 GT G TP53 known 

resistant 

Splice_Site pre or 

post 

high 

192 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7577548 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 
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Sample Tissue #CHR POS REF ALT Gene Category variant_Class Gain Effects 

194 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578211 C A TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

probably 

damaging 

44-56 Colon 14 104174933 T C XRCC
3 

homolog Missense_Mutation pre or 

post 

benign 

68 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

14 95557639 C T DICER
1 

homolog Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

23-35 Colon 19 52249899 C T FPR1 random Missense_Mutation pre-treat benign 

64 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

2 24433717 G A ITSN2 random Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

91 Breast 12 133237727 C T POLE analog Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

71 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

14 50140861 G A POLE2 analog Nonsense_Mutation pre-treat high 

205 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7574003 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Nonsense_Mutation pre-treat high 

208 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7577586 A C TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

115 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578518 C G TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

72 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7577599 CAG C TP53 known 

resistant 

Frame_Shift_Del pre-treat high 
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Sample Tissue #CHR POS REF ALT Gene Category variant_Class Gain Effects 

71 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578212 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Nonsense_Mutation pre-treat high 

69 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7576851 A G TP53 known 

resistant 

Splice_Site pre-treat high 

67 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7579529 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Nonsense_Mutation pre-treat high 

66 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578431 G A TP53 known 

resistant 

Nonsense_Mutation pre-treat high 

64 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7577548 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

63 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578412 A T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

61 Colon, 

Liver 

met 

17 7578526 C A TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 

15-27 Colon 17 7577120 C T TP53 known 

resistant 

Missense_Mutation pre-treat probably 

damaging 
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Table 4.6 – Comparison of SNVs in recurrent tumors used in this study and 
SNVs in 97 primary colorectal tumors from TCGA.   

Priority Gene Category Rank this cohort 
(variant/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(variant/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

1 DDX10 homolog 3 113 0.026548673 
2 RECQL4 homolog 2 44 0.045454545 
3 ZNF836 random 8 105 0.076190476 
4 EXO1 analog 6 71 0.084507042 
5 TYMP known_res 7 77 0.090909091 
6 MC1R random 14 102 0.137254902 
7 CHD3 homolog 11 58 0.189655172 
8 HSPA1L homolog 19 93 0.204301075 
9 MCM5 analog 20 95 0.210526316 

10 XRCC3 homolog 21 99 0.212121212 
11 BRCA2 analog 17 78 0.217948718 
12 CDT1 analog 4 17 0.235294118 
13 MSH2 known_res 16 66 0.242424242 
14 BLM homolog 26 90 0.288888889 
15 SPIDR analog 9 31 0.290322581 
16 DDX47 homolog 23 76 0.302631579 
17 RAD51AP1 analog 35 113 0.309734513 
18 BRCA1 analog 12 37 0.324324324 
19 POLE2 analog 28 80 0.35 
20 PALB2 analog 29 81 0.358024691 
21 ERCC5 analog 30 82 0.365853659 
22 DDX60 homolog 38 103 0.368932039 
23 DHX58 homolog 42 113 0.371681416 
24 DDX1 homolog 46 113 0.407079646 
25 ORC3 analog 40 98 0.408163265 
26 MSH6 known_res 5 12 0.416666667 
27 FPR1 random 10 23 0.434782609 
28 MLH1 known_res 27 62 0.435483871 
29 GIF random 13 29 0.448275862 
30 WRN homolog 47 101 0.465346535 
31 TP53 known_res 1 2 0.5 
32 BRAT1 random 53 106 0.5 
33 CXCR3 random 58 113 0.513274336 
34 HELQ homolog 39 69 0.565217391 
35 RAD50 analog 65 112 0.580357143 
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Priority Gene Category Rank this cohort 
(variant/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(variant/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

36 ORC5 analog 67 113 0.592920354 
37 UBA1 known_res 25 42 0.595238095 
38 MRE11A analog 43 72 0.597222222 
39 LIG1 analog 24 39 0.615384615 
40 RAD51 analog 71 113 0.628318584 
41 ITSN2 random 63 94 0.670212766 
42 GPR1 random 78 113 0.690265487 
43 HSPA4L homolog 34 49 0.693877551 
44 MCM3 analog 80 113 0.707964602 
45 ORC4 analog 84 113 0.743362832 
46 MCM2 analog 85 113 0.752212389 
47 GBE1 random 49 64 0.765625 
48 HSPA9 homolog 56 73 0.767123288 
49 ARHGAP1 random 83 107 0.775700935 
50 DDX52 homolog 52 67 0.776119403 
51 CHD1 homolog 81 104 0.778846154 
52 ORC1 analog 51 65 0.784615385 
53 SYT11 random 77 97 0.793814433 
54 RAD52 analog 91 108 0.842592593 
55 HSPA5 homolog 93 109 0.853211009 
56 ADHFE1 random 102 113 0.902654867 
57 ANKRD37 random 102 113 0.902654867 
58 FASLG known_res 102 113 0.902654867 
59 GINS1 analog 102 113 0.902654867 
60 GINS2 analog 102 113 0.902654867 
61 GINS3 analog 102 113 0.902654867 
62 HEY1 random 102 113 0.902654867 
63 HSPE1 homolog 102 113 0.902654867 
64 POLD4 analog 102 113 0.902654867 
65 PSMC3IP analog 102 113 0.902654867 
66 TNFRSF10B known_res 102 113 0.902654867 
67 UCN3 random 102 113 0.902654867 
68 UMPS known_res 102 113 0.902654867 
69 ZNRD1 random 102 113 0.902654867 
70 FADD known_res 102 113 0.902654867 
71 FEN1 analog 102 113 0.902654867 
72 HSPA1A homolog 102 113 0.902654867 
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Priority Gene Category Rank this cohort 
(variant/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(variant/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

73 MOB4 homolog 102 113 0.902654867 
74 RAD51B analog 100 110 0.909090909 
75 HSPA14 homolog 102 111 0.918918919 
76 POLE analog 44 45 0.977777778 
77 HSPH1 homolog 98 100 0.98 
78 POLA1 known_res 59 60 0.983333333 
79 TYMS known_res 15 15 1 
80 RAD51D homolog 102 96 1.0625 
81 WISP1 random 75 70 1.071428571 
82 MCM4 analog 73 68 1.073529412 
83 CHD2 homolog 97 88 1.102272727 
84 HSPA8 homolog 102 92 1.108695652 
85 POLE3 analog 102 91 1.120879121 
86 SKIV2L2 homolog 96 85 1.129411765 
87 NT5DC2 random 102 89 1.146067416 
88 HYOU1 homolog 102 87 1.172413793 
89 CASP8 known_res 88 75 1.173333333 
90 ATR analog 45 38 1.184210526 
91 FAS known_res 102 86 1.186046512 
92 SRC known_res 102 84 1.214285714 
93 TAZ random 102 83 1.228915663 
94 XRCC2 analog 79 63 1.253968254 
95 DNA2 analog 33 26 1.269230769 
96 GINS4 analog 102 79 1.291139241 
97 DMC1 homolog 74 57 1.298245614 
98 CHST4 random 68 52 1.307692308 
99 MCM10 analog 48 36 1.333333333 

100 DICER1 homolog 101 74 1.364864865 
101 ADCY8 random 18 13 1.384615385 
102 MCM6 analog 61 41 1.487804878 
103 SKIV2L homolog 31 20 1.55 
104 POLD3 analog 94 59 1.593220339 
105 HSPA4 homolog 82 51 1.607843137 
106 IFIH1 homolog 87 54 1.611111111 
107 DLST random 86 53 1.622641509 
108 RECQL5 homolog 76 46 1.652173913 
109 ORC6 analog 55 33 1.666666667 
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Priority Gene Category Rank this cohort 
(variant/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(variant/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

110 FAM32A random 102 61 1.672131148 
111 DDX6 homolog 102 56 1.821428571 
112 HSPA1B homolog 102 55 1.854545455 
113 TAF4B random 66 34 1.941176471 
114 HSPA6 homolog 37 19 1.947368421 
115 BAX known_res 41 21 1.952380952 
116 CDC45 analog 32 16 2 
117 MND1 analog 102 50 2.04 
118 HSPA13 homolog 62 30 2.066666667 
119 OSM random 102 48 2.125 
120 PRDX2 random 102 47 2.170212766 
121 POLD1 analog 57 25 2.28 
122 RECQL homolog 92 40 2.3 
123 PGRMC1 random 102 43 2.372093023 
124 ATM analog 54 22 2.454545455 
125 UPP1 known_res 64 24 2.666666667 
126 HSPA2 homolog 102 35 2.914285714 
127 HERC3 random 99 32 3.09375 
128 ORC2 analog 90 28 3.214285714 
129 MCM7 analog 89 27 3.296296296 
130 DDX17 homolog 50 11 4.545454545 
131 DDX43 homolog 102 18 5.666666667 
132 PLK1 analog 36 5 7.2 
133 UTP18 random 102 14 7.285714286 
134 DDX18 homolog 60 7 8.571428571 
135 POLD2 analog 69 8 8.625 
136 DDX24 homolog 102 10 10.2 
137 CHEK1 analog 102 9 11.33333333 
138 RAD54B analog 95 6 15.83333333 
139 HSPD1 homolog 72 4 18 
140 A1BG random 22 1 22 
141 RAD51C homolog 102 3 34 
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Table 4.7 – Comparison of SNVs in recurrent tumors used in this study and 
SNVs in 306 primary colorectal tumors from TCGA.  

Priority Gene Category Rank this 
cohort (mut/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(mut/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

1 RECQL4 homolog 2 83 0.024096386 
2 CDT1 analog 4 74 0.054054054 
3 EXO1 analog 6 108 0.055555556 
4 DDX10 homolog 3 45 0.066666667 
5 MC1R random 14 102 0.137254902 
6 XRCC3 homolog 21 130 0.161538462 
7 TYMP known_res 7 41 0.170731707 
8 BRCA2 analog 17 85 0.2 
9 ZNF836 random 8 31 0.258064516 

10 POLE2 analog 28 106 0.264150943 
11 SPIDR analog 9 33 0.272727273 
12 MCM5 analog 20 70 0.285714286 
13 LIG1 analog 24 84 0.285714286 
14 MSH6 known_res 5 17 0.294117647 
15 RAD51AP1 analog 35 112 0.3125 
16 UBA1 known_res 25 73 0.342465753 
17 MSH2 known_res 16 43 0.372093023 
18 PALB2 analog 29 77 0.376623377 
19 HSPA4L homolog 34 88 0.386363636 
20 CDC45 analog 32 81 0.395061728 
21 FPR1 random 10 25 0.4 
22 BRAT1 random 53 131 0.404580153 
23 DDX60 homolog 38 91 0.417582418 
24 DDX1 homolog 46 109 0.422018349 
25 DDX52 homolog 52 122 0.426229508 
26 MRE11 analog 43 98 0.43877551 
27 BLM homolog 26 58 0.448275862 
28 ERCC5 analog 30 63 0.476190476 
29 BAX known_res 41 86 0.476744186 
30 CXCR3 random 58 121 0.479338843 
31 DHX58 homolog 42 87 0.482758621 
32 GIF random 13 26 0.5 
33 RAD51 analog 71 137 0.518248175 
34 RAD50 analog 65 123 0.528455285 
35 DNA2 analog 33 62 0.532258065 
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Priority Gene Category Rank this 
cohort (mut/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(mut/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

36 MLH1 known_res 27 50 0.54 
37 TYMS known_res 15 27 0.555555556 
38 CHD3 homolog 11 19 0.578947368 
39 ORC5 analog 67 113 0.592920354 
40 ORC4 analog 84 132 0.636363636 
41 GPR1 random 78 120 0.65 
42 ORC3 analog 40 60 0.666666667 
43 ITSN2 random 63 94 0.670212766 
44 WISP1 random 75 111 0.675675676 
45 HSPA1L homolog 19 28 0.678571429 
46 WRN homolog 47 69 0.68115942 
47 ORC6 analog 55 80 0.6875 
48 HELQ homolog 39 56 0.696428571 
49 RAD51B analog 100 136 0.735294118 
50 ADHFE1 random 102 137 0.744525547 
51 ANKRD37 random 102 137 0.744525547 
52 POLD4 analog 102 137 0.744525547 
53 FEN1 analog 102 137 0.744525547 
54 UMPS known_res 102 135 0.755555556 
55 PSMC3IP analog 102 134 0.76119403 
56 FADD known_res 102 133 0.766917293 
57 MCM3 analog 80 104 0.769230769 
58 HSPH1 homolog 98 126 0.777777778 
59 MOB4 homolog 102 129 0.790697674 
60 GINS4 analog 102 128 0.796875 
61 HSPA1A homolog 102 127 0.803149606 
62 POLD3 analog 94 116 0.810344828 
63 POLE analog 44 54 0.814814815 
64 GINS1 analog 102 125 0.816 
65 MCM4 analog 73 89 0.820224719 
66 PGRMC1 random 102 124 0.822580645 
67 ARHGAP1 random 83 97 0.855670103 
68 HEY1 random 102 119 0.857142857 
69 DLST random 86 100 0.86 
70 IFIH1 homolog 87 101 0.861386139 
71 FAS known_res 102 118 0.86440678 
72 HSPA1B homolog 102 117 0.871794872 
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Priority Gene Category Rank this 
cohort (mut/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(mut/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

73 XRCC2 analog 79 90 0.877777778 
74 ATR analog 45 51 0.882352941 
75 HSPA5 homolog 93 105 0.885714286 
76 GINS3 analog 102 115 0.886956522 
77 HSPA14 homolog 102 114 0.894736842 
78 MCM10 analog 48 53 0.905660377 
79 BRCA1 analog 12 13 0.923076923 
80 FAM32A random 102 110 0.927272727 
81 DMC1 homolog 74 79 0.936708861 
82 MCM6 analog 61 65 0.938461538 
83 TNFRSF10B known_res 102 107 0.953271028 
84 HSPA9 homolog 56 57 0.98245614 
85 FASLG known_res 102 103 0.990291262 
86 TP53 known_res 1 1 1 
87 UCN3 random 102 99 1.03030303 
88 SKIV2L homolog 31 30 1.033333333 
89 DDX6 homolog 102 96 1.0625 
90 POLA1 known_res 59 55 1.072727273 
91 SRC known_res 102 95 1.073684211 
92 TAZ random 102 93 1.096774194 
93 HYOU1 homolog 102 92 1.108695652 
94 MCM2 analog 85 76 1.118421053 
95 DDX47 homolog 23 20 1.15 
96 SKIV2L2 homolog 96 82 1.170731707 
97 CHD1 homolog 81 68 1.191176471 
98 POLD1 analog 57 47 1.212765957 
99 CHD2 homolog 97 78 1.243589744 

100 ORC1 analog 51 40 1.275 
101 HSPA2 homolog 102 75 1.36 
102 MND1 analog 102 72 1.416666667 
103 DICER1 homolog 101 71 1.422535211 
104 ORC2 analog 90 61 1.475409836 
105 HSPA8 homolog 102 67 1.52238806 
106 HSPA6 homolog 37 24 1.541666667 
107 POLE3 analog 102 66 1.545454545 
108 ATM analog 54 34 1.588235294 
109 DDX43 homolog 102 64 1.59375 
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Priority Gene Category Rank this 
cohort (mut/kb) 

Rank TCGA 
(mut/kb) 

Rank this cohort 
/  Rank TCGA 

110 ADCY8 random 18 11 1.636363636 
111 SYT11 random 77 46 1.673913043 
112 RAD51D homolog 102 59 1.728813559 
113 CASP8 known_res 88 48 1.833333333 
114 CHST4 random 68 35 1.942857143 
115 OSM random 102 52 1.961538462 
116 ZNRD1 random 102 49 2.081632653 
117 RECQL5 homolog 76 36 2.111111111 
118 HSPA4 homolog 82 38 2.157894737 
119 RAD52 analog 91 42 2.166666667 
120 UTP18 random 102 44 2.318181818 
121 NT5DC2 random 102 39 2.615384615 
122 PRDX2 random 102 37 2.756756757 
123 DDX17 homolog 50 18 2.777777778 
124 UPP1 known_res 64 23 2.782608696 
125 HSPA13 homolog 62 22 2.818181818 
126 RECQL homolog 92 32 2.875 
127 PLK1 analog 36 12 3 
128 MCM7 analog 89 29 3.068965517 
129 TAF4B random 66 21 3.142857143 
130 A1BG random 22 4 5.5 
131 GBE1 random 49 8 6.125 
132 HSPE1 homolog 102 16 6.375 
133 HERC3 random 99 15 6.6 
134 DDX18 homolog 60 9 6.666666667 
135 POLD2 analog 69 10 6.9 
136 GINS2 analog 102 14 7.285714286 
137 CHEK1 analog 102 7 14.57142857 
138 DDX24 homolog 102 6 17 
139 RAD51C homolog 102 5 20.4 
140 RAD54B analog 95 3 31.66666667 
141 HSPD1 homolog 72 2 36 
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Gene Category Evidence Test result 

TP53 Known resist., 
positive control Matched pairs Resistant 

BLM Homolog Matched pairs Resistant 

RECQL4 Homolog RecQ homolog Resistant 

DDX10 Homolog Compare with TCGA Resistant 

ZNF836 Random Compare with TCGA Resistant 

MC1R Random Compare with TCGA Resistant 

CDT1 Analog Compare with TCGA Resistant 

POLE Analog Matched pairs Sensitive 

WRN Homolog RecQ homolog Sensitive 

BRCA2 Analog Compare with TCGA Sensitive 

HSPA4L Homolog Matched pairs No change 

HSPA6 Homolog Matched pairs No change 

MCM7 Analog Matched pairs No change 

PALB2 Analog Matched pairs No change 

RECQL Homolog RecQ homolog No change 

RECQL5 Homolog RecQ homolog No change 

EXO1 Analog Compare with TCGA No change 

HSPA1L Homolog Compare with TCGA No change 

MCM5 Analog Compare with TCGA No change 

RAD50 Analog Compare with TCGA No change 

TYMP Known resist. Compare with TCGA No change 

XRCC3 Homolog Compare with TCGA No change 

RECQL4 Homolog Compare with TCGA No change 

CHD3 Homolog Compare with TCGA No change 

Table 4.8 – Genes tested in colony formation assay in HCT116 and the 
results. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this thesis, the bacterial fragile sites were explored. Using novel methods 

such as X-seq and END-seq, the first E. coli high-resolution HJ and DSB map were 

generated, and three bacterial fragile sites discovered. At least two mechanisms 

are associated with these three fragile sites: fork collapse at the Tus-Ter replication 

barrier and shearing of unsegregated sister chromosomes upon cell division. The 

discovery and characterization of the bacterial fragile sites indicate high fragility in 

the replication terminus, and predicts high mutability in this region. Currently two 

methods have been used to construct the genomic mutation landscape: 

accumulation of mutations through many generations followed by WGS1 and 

barcoded deep sequencing of cell population2. The second method detects freshly 

generated mutations at low frequencies2. Studies using either of the two methods, 

although performed in different strains or growth conditions, have found that the E. 

coli replication terminus contains mutation hotspots1,2. A mutation landscape 

matching our condition will be informative. Moreover, computational methods in 
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comparative genomics could be used to investigate the mutability of replication 

terminus down the tree of evolution. 

In this work, HJ and DSB have been demonstrated to be reliable markers 

for genome integrity. The method used here, the combination of X-seq and END-

seq, could be used to generate DNA damage landscapes under various conditions 

that alter the levels of exogenous or endogenous DNA damage. For example, the 

treatment with DNA damaging agents, such as ionizing radiation, phleomycin, 

mitomycin C, the overproduction of DNA ‘damageome’ proteins, or the 

overproduction of DNA damage suppressing proteins. This could help understand 

the mechanisms of DNA damaging agents, DNA ‘damageome’ proteins, and DNA 

damage suppressing proteins. 

The similarity of replication termination predicts similar instability-promoting 

mechanisms in other organisms and may help explain important disease-relevant 

unstable sites in human. Features similar to that in the E. coli replication 

termination region have been observed in human replication termination regions. 

When performing END-seq following the treatment with GEN1, the HJ resolvase 

in human, DSBs were captured in termination zones (unpublished data from the 

Andre Nussensweig group, NIH). DSBs are absent without GEN1 treatment, 

indicating the presence of HJ, a likely but not exclusive substrate cleaved by 

GEN13, in the termination zone. This finding, along with ours in E. coli, predicts a 

new class of human fragile sites. To further exclude other GEN1 substrates, 

validate the existence of HJs and investigate the mechanisms, it would be helpful 

to develop X-seq in human cells. We have initiated the design and characterization 
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of a human HJ trap based on E. coli protein RuvA, a strong binder with a 

comparable-to-RuvC level of specificity for 4-way DNA junctions that can bind HJs 

without other helper proteins and might possibly outcompete human HJ resolvase4. 

In the bioinformatic analysis of hDDPs, we find 9 hTFs that when 

upregulated in cancers, may promote replication fork reversal, resulting in 

increased mutation burden and mutation signatures similar to HR deficient tumors. 

We also find the upregulation of human PCNA interactor mRNAs show similar 

positive correlation with mutation burden and HR signatures to the 9 TFs, 

indicating that, similar to E. coli replication clamp interactors, excessive PCNA 

interactors may induce DNA damage through binding and impeding replication 

forks.  

To further support the hypothesis that human TFs and PCNA interactors 

that cause stalled replication, additional fork progression measurement such as 

BrdU labeling and DNA fiber assay could provide valuable insights. The correlation 

between levels of hDDP candidate mRNAs and mutation burden/signature in 

cancer is still insufficient for drawing conclusions on the roles of these proteins in 

carcinogenesis. To determine causal relationship, well-controlled cell-based 

mutation accumulation experiments would be desirable. The additive or synergistic 

relations between BRCA1/2 and TFs can be tested by monitoring DNA damage 

reporters, such as levels of gamma H2AX level and phospho-p53 in simultaneous 

knockdown cells. 

By performing targeted sequencing, despite the limitation in sample 

availability, I utilized two approaches to prioritize the list of candidate 5-FU genes 
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for downstream validation experiments. Some candidates showed positive results 

in the test. With the analysis pipeline I built, in the future, if more primary and 

recurrent tumors are sequenced, more candidates or candidates with stronger 

evidence will be identified. If some potential pathogenic mutations were repeatedly 

observed in 5-FU-resistant tumors, one can validate the 5-FU-resistance mutation 

by incorporating the exact mutation into cell lines using gene editing, then testing 

for 5-FU-resistance.  
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Appendix A 

E. coli K12 strains used in this work. 
SMR# Genotype Parent 

22423 SMR6120 zaj454.2::FRTKanFRT I-site J #1 SMR6120 short 
homology from I-
site I using p117, 
p118 

22424 SMR6120 zaj454.2::FRTKanFRT I-site J #2 SMR6120 short 
homology from I-
site I using p117, 
p118 

22502 FC36 zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRTKanFRT #1 Another isolate of 
SMR22503 
(published) 

22504 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR10773 x P1 
(SMR22503) 

22505 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR10773 x P1 
(SMR22503) 

22506 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR10774 x P1 
(SMR22503) 

22507 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT  #2 

SMR10774 x P1 
(SMR22503) 

22509 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT #2 

Another isolate of 
SMR22508 
(published) 

22510 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR7270 x P1 
(SMR22503) 

22511 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR7270 x P1 
(SMR22503) 

22512 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT #1 SMR22504 x 
pCP20 

22513 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT #2 SMR22504 x 
pCP20 

22514 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
#1 

SMR22506 x 
pCP20 

22515 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
#2 

SMR22506 x 
pCP20 

22517 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
#2 

SMR22508 x 
pCP20 

22518 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT #1 

SMR22510 x 
pCP20 

22519 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT #2 

SMR22510 x 
pCP20 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
22520 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT  

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #1 
SMR22512 x P1 
(SMR19379) 

22521 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT  
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22512 x P1 
(SMR19379) 

22522 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22514 x P1 
(SMR19379) 

22523 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22514 x P1 
(SMR19379) 

22525 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #2 

Another isolate of 
SMR22524 
(published) 

22526 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22518 x P1 
(SMR19379) 

22527 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22518 x P1 
(SMR19379) 

22528 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 

SMR22522 x 
pCP20 

22530 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT #2 

SMR22524 x 
pCP20 

22531 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT #1 

SMR22526 x 
pCP20 

22532 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT #2 

SMR22526 x 
pCP20 

22533 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 3ChiKanI-site 
A tet1 FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22528 x P1 
(SMR10896) 

22534 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT  zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
3ChiKanI-site A tet1 FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22531 x P1 
(SMR10896) 

22535 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22528 x P1 
(SMR21073) 

22536 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22528 x P1 
(SMR21073) 

22537 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22531 x P1 
(SMR21073) 

22538 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆recDFRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22531 x P1 
(SMR21073) 

22539 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆recDFRT #1 

SMR22536 x 
pCP20 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
22540 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆recDFRT #2 
SMR22536 x 
pCP20 

22541 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRT #1 

SMR22537 x 
pCP20 

22542 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRT #2 

SMR22537 x 
pCP20 

22543 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆recD FRT 
3ChiKanI-site A tet1 FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22540 x P1 
(SMR10896) 

22544 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆recD FRT 
3ChiKanI-site A tet1 FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22540 x P1 
(SMR10896) 

22545 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT  zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRT 3ChiKanI-site A tet1 FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22542 x P1 
(SMR10896) 

22546 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT  zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆recD 
FRT 3ChiKanI-site A tet1 FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22542 x P1 
(SMR10896) 

22553 BW25113 ∆ruvA::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
22756 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 

∆attTn7::FRTcatFRT PN25tetOgfp #1 
SMR22512 x P1 
(SMR14336) 

22757 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRTcatFRT PN25tetOgfp #2 

SMR22512 x P1 
(SMR14336) 

22758 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRT PN25tetOgfp #1 

SMR22756 x 
pCP20 

22759 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRT PN25tetOgfp #2 

SMR22756 x 
pCP20 

22760 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRT PN25tetOgfp ∆ruvC::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22758 x 
P1(SMR9436) 

22761 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRT PN25tetOgfp ∆ruvC::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22758 x 
P1(SMR9436) 

22762 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRT PN25tetOgfp ∆ruvC::FRTKanFRT 
recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR22760 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

22763 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
∆attTn7::FRT PN25tetOgfp ∆ruvC::FRTKanFRT 
recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR22760 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

22764 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT  
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT #1 

SMR22520 x 
pCP20 

22765 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT  
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT #2 

SMR22520 x 
pCP20 
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22766 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆tnaA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR11525) 

22767 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆tnaA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR11525) 

22768 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆tnaA::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam 

SMR22766 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

22769 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT  
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR22764 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

22770 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT  
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR22764 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

22974 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT ∆ruvC::FRT attTn7::FRTcatFRT 
PN25tetOgfp ∆recA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19388 x 
P1(SMR17887) 

22975 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT ∆ruvC::FRT attTn7::FRTcatFRT 
PN25tetOgfp ∆recA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19388 x 
P1(SMR17887) 

22976 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry FRTcatFRT 
#1 

SMR22516 x P1 
(SMR20271) 

22977 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry FRTcatFRT 
#2 

SMR22516 x P1 
(SMR20271) 

22978 BW25113 ∆exuR::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
22979 BW25113 ∆uxaC::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
22980 BW25113 ∆uxuA::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
22981 BW25113 ∆yneE::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
22982 BW25113 ∆exuT::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
22983 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆exuR::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22978) 

22984 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆exuR::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22978) 

22985 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆uxaC::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22979) 

22986 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆uxaC::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22979) 

22987 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆uxuA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22980) 
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22988 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆uxuA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22980) 

22989 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆yneE::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22981) 

22990 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆yneE::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR22981) 

22991 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆recA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22528 x 
P1(SMR17887) 

22992 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆recA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22528 x 
P1(SMR17887) 

22993 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆ruvC::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22528 x 
P1(SMR9436) 

22994 FC36 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆ruvC::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22528 x 
P1(SMR9436) 

22995 JA200 [Ptac exuR] JA200 
22996 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT ∆ruvC::FRT attTn7::PN25tetOgfp 

FRTcatFRT [Ptac exuR] 
SMR19388 
conjugated with 
SMR22995 

22997 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT ∆ruvC::FRT attTn7::PN25tetOgfp 
FRTcatFRT ∆recA::FRTKanFRT [Ptac exuR] 

SMR22974 
conjugated with 
SMR22995 

23583 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆vsr::Kan #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR4132) 

23584 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆vsr::Kan #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR4132) 

23585 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆kdgR::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR12038) 

23586 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆kdgR::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR12038) 

23587 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT 
∆crp::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
SH(∆crp::FRTKan
FRT) 

23588 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆crp::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
SH(∆crp::FRTKan
FRT) 

23589 BW25113 ∆vsr::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
23590 BW25113 ∆uxuR::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
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23591 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  
∆vsr::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x P1 
(SMR23589) 

23592 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  
∆vsr::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x P1 
(SMR23589) 

23593 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆exuR::FRT #1 

SMR22983 x 
pCP20 

23594 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆exuR::FRT #2 

SMR22983 x 
pCP20 

23595 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23593 x 
P1(SMR23590) 

23596 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23593 x 
P1(SMR23590) 

23597 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  
∆mutS::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR20097) 

23598 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  
∆mutS::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR20097) 

23599 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆mutS::FRT #1 

SMR23597 x 
pCP20 

23600 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆mutS::FRT #3 

SMR23598 x 
pCP20 

23601 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆crp::FRT #1 

SMR 23610 x 
pCP20 

23602 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆crp::FRT #2 

SMR 23610 x 
pCP20 

23603 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆vsr::FRT #1 

SMR23591 x 
pCP20 

23604 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆vsr::FRT #2 

SMR23591 x 
pCP20 

23605 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆kdgR::FRT #1 

SMR23585 x 
pCP20 

23606 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆kdgR::FRT #2 

SMR23585 x 
pCP20 

23607 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT #1 

SMR23595 x 
pCP20 

23608 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT #2 

SMR23595 x 
pCP20 

23609 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT [pKD46] 

SMR19425 x 
pKD46 
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23610 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  
∆crp::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR23587) 

23611 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT  
∆crp::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR23587) 

23769 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆mutS::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23599 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23770 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆mutS::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23599 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23771 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT ∆crp::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23602 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23772 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆crp::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23602 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23773 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆kdgR::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23605 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23774 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆kdgR::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23605 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23775 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT ∆crp::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR 23607 x 
P1(SMR23587) 

23776 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT ∆crp::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR 23607 x 
P1(SMR23587) 

23777 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆vsr::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23603 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23778 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆vsr::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23603 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23779 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp KdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23609 x 
SH(QMp174, 
QMp175 
FRTKanFRT) 

23780 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp KdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR23609 x 
SH(QMp174, 
QMp175 
FRTKanFRT) 

23781 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR23609 x 
SH(QMp171, 
QMp172 
FRTKanFRT) 
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23782 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #4 

SMR23609 x 
SH(QMp171, 
QMp172 
FRTKanFRT) 

23783 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23609 x 
SH(QMp171, 
QMp173 
FRTKanFRT) 

23784 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23609 x 
SH(QMp171, 
QMp173 
FRTKanFRT) 

23785 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆mutS::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD] 

SMR23769 x 
SMR23668 

23786 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆mutS::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD/dcm] 

SMR23769 x 
SMR23380 

23787 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆crp::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD] 

SMR23771 x 
SMR23668 

23788 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆crp::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD/dcm] 

SMR23771 x 
SMR23380 

23789 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆vsr::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD] 

SMR23777 x 
SMR23668 

23790 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆vsr::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD/dcm] 

SMR23777 x 
SMR23380 

23791 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆kdgR::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD] 

SMR23773 x 
SMR23668 

23792 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆kdgR::FRT 
∆recA::Tn10dCam [pNTR-SD/dcm] 

SMR23773 x 
SMR23380 

23793 SMR5449 with FRTKanFRT before λcIts857 PR #1 16402 x 
SH(QMp135, 
QMp136  
amplifying 
FRTKanFRT from 
pKD13) 

23794 SMR5449 with FRTKanFRT before λcIts857 PR #2 16402 x 
SH(QMp135, 
QMp136  
amplifying 
FRTKanFRT from 
pKD13) 
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23795 SMR5449 with FRTKanFRT before λcIts857 PR #1 SMR5449 x 

P1(SMR23793) 
23796 SMR5449 with FRTKanFRT before λcIts857 PR #2 SMR5449 x 

P1(SMR23793) 
23797 MG1655 ∆araBAD567∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 

zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp 
FRT #1 

SMR22529 x 
SH(QMp130 
QMp137 amplfying 
FRTKanFRT 
λcIts857 PR from 
SMR23794) 

23798 MG1655 ∆araBAD567∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp 
FRT #2 

SMR22529 x 
SH(QMp130 
QMp137 amplfying 
FRTKanFRT 
λcIts857 PR from 
SMR23794) 

23799 MG1655 ∆araBAD567∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp 
FRT #1 

SMR22529 x 
P1(SMR23797) 

23800 MG1655 ∆araBAD567∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp 
FRT #2 

SMR22529 x 
P1(SMR23797) 

23801 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry #1 

SMR22976 x 
pCP20 

23802 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry #2 

SMR22976 x 
pCP20 

23803 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry #1 

SMR23799 x 
SH(QMp130 
QMp147 amplfying 
FRTKanFRT 
λcIts857 PR from 
SMR23792) 

23804 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry #2 

SMR23799 x 
SH(QMp130 
QMp147 amplfying 
FRTKanFRT 
λcIts857 PR from 
SMR23792) 

23805 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry #1 

SMR22516 x 
P1(SMR23803) 

23806 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)mCherry #2 

SMR22516 x 
P1(SMR23803) 

23807 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22529 x 
SH(QMp152 
QMp153 
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amplifying 
FRTcatFRT from 
pKD3) 

23808 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22529 x 
SH(QMp152 
QMp153 
amplifying 
FRTcatFRT from 
pKD3) 

23809 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT 
#1 

SMR22518 x P1 
(SMR23807) 

23810 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT 
#2 

SMR22518 x P1 
(SMR23807) 

23811 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22516 x P1 
(SMR23807) 

23812 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22516 x P1 
(SMR23807) 

23813 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆exuR::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR22983 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23814 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆exuR::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR22983 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23815 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆uxaC::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR22985 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23816 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆uxaC::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR22985 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23817 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆uxuA::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR22987 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23818 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  
∆uxuA::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR22987 x 
P1(SMR4610) 

23819 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetO-ruvA(L170A) FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR22518 x 
P1(SMR23172) 

23820 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetO-ruvA(L170A) FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR22518 x 
P1(SMR23172) 

23821 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetO-ruvA(L170A) FRTcatFRT FRTKanFRT 
I-site J #1 

SMR23819 x 
P1(SMR22423) 
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23822 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 

FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetO-ruvA(L170A) FRTcatFRT FRTKanFRT 
I-site J #2 

SMR23819 x 
P1(SMR22423) 

23823 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetO-ruvA(L170A) 
FRTcatFRT recA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23172 x 
P1(SMR17887) 

23824 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetR FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetO-ruvA(L170A) 
FRTcatFRT recA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23172 x 
P1(SMR17887) 

23848 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT 
FRTKanFRT I-site L #1 

SMR23809 x 
P1(SMR16672) 

23849 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRTcatFRT 
FRTKanFRT I-site L #2 

SMR23809 x 
P1(SMR16672) 

23850 594r-m+ ∆attTn7::PN25tetOgfp FRT #1 SMR19387 x 
pCP20 

23851 594r-m+ ∆attTn7::PN25tetOgfp FRT #2 SMR19387 x 
pCP20 

23852 594r-m+ ∆attTn7::PN25tetOgfp FRT ∆ruvA::Kan #1 SMR23584 x 
P1(SMR22553) 

23853 594r-m+ ∆attTn7::PN25tetOgfp FRT ∆ruvA::Kan #2 SMR23584 x 
P1(SMR22553) 

23854 594r-m+ ∆attTn7::PN25tetOgfp FRT ∆ruvA::Kan 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23856 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23855 594r-m+ ∆attTn7::PN25tetOgfp FRT ∆ruvA::Kan 
∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23856 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23856 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp kdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23609 x 
P1(SMR23779) 

23857 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp kdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23609 x 
P1(SMR23779) 

23858 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23609 x 
P1(SMR23781) 

23859 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23609 x 
P1(SMR23781) 

23860 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23609 x 
P1(SMR23783) 

23861 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23609 x 
P1(SMR23783) 

23862 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp kdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRT #1 

SMR23856 x 
pCP20 
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23863 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp kdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRT #2 

SMR23856 x 
pCP20 

23864 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT #1 

SMR23858 x 
pCP20 

23865 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT #2 

SMR23858 x 
pCP20 

23866 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT #1 

SMR23860 x 
pCP20 

23867 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT #2 

SMR23860 x 
pCP20 

23868 594r-m+ zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag 
FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR18957 x P1 
(SMR23807) 

23869 594r-m+ zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag 
FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR18957 x P1 
(SMR23807) 

23870 594r-m+ zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag 
FRTcatFRT ∆recA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR23868 x P1 
(SMR17887) 

23871 594r-m+ zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag 
FRTcatFRT ∆recA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR23868 x P1 
(SMR17887) 

23872 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp kdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23862 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23873 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (26 bp kdgR-box 
108 bp upstream of kduI)::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23862 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23874 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23864 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23875 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (146 bp intergenic 
region 50 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23864 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23876 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23866 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23877 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT (72 bp intergenic 
region 123 bp upstream of uxaB)::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23866 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23878 JA200 [pNTR-dcm] original library  
23879 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT ∆crp::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23775 x P1 
(SMR4610) 
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23880 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT ∆crp::FRTKanFRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23775 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23881 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #1 

SMR23595 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

23882 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  ∆exuR::FRT 
∆uxuR::FRT ∆recA::Tn10dCam #2 

SMR23595 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

24827 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 #1 SMR15482 x P1 
(SMR24817) 

24828 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 #2 SMR15482 x P1 
(SMR24817) 

24868 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT [pKD46] 

SMR22529 x 
pKD46 

24869 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆recA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR17887) 

24870 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆recA::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR17887) 

24871 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆recB::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR10700) 

24872 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆recB::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR10700) 

24873 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆recF::FRTKanFRT (keio) #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR20995) 

24874 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆recF::FRTKanFRT (keio) #3 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR20995) 

24875 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT lexA3 
malB::Tn9 #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR821) 

24876 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT lexA3 
malB::Tn9 #3 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR821) 

24877 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT recQ::Tn3 #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR589) 

24878 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT recQ::Tn3 #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR589) 
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24879 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
recJ::miniTn10dcam #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR17999) 

24880 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
recJ::miniTn10dcam #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR17999) 

24881 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT dnaA46(Ts) 
tnaA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22539 x P1 
(SMR20333) 

24882 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT dnaA46(Ts) 
tnaA::FRTKanFRT #7 

SMR22539 x P1 
(SMR20333) 

24883 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT dnaA(WT) 
tnaA::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR22539 x P1 
(SMR20333) 

24884 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT dnaA(WT) 
tnaA::FRTKanFRT #6 

SMR22539 x P1 
(SMR20333) 

24885 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆pncC-
recA::FRTKanFRT #7 

Another isolate for 
SMR24886 
(published) 

24888 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆pncC-
recA::FRT #3 

Another isolate for 
SMR24887 
(published) 

24889 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT [Ptac] 

SMR19382 x 
SMR23668 

24890 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfp FRTcatFRT 
recQ1906::FRT [Ptac] 

SMR19392 x 
SMR23668 

24891 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
sulA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR18791) 

24892 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
sulA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR18791) 

24894 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
recAN304D #2 

Another isolate for 
SMR24893 
(published) 

24895 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
recAN304D #3 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR24893) 

24896 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
recAN304D #4 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR24893) 
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24897 SMR24100 FRTcatFRT RecA N304D #1 SMR24100 x P1 

(SMR24893) 
24898 SMR24100 FRTcatFRT RecA N304D #2 SMR24100 x P1 

(SMR24893) 
24899 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
sulA::FRTKanFRT lexA51 malB::Tn9Cam #6 

SMR24891 x P1 
(SMR3685) 

24900 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
sulA::FRTKanFRT lexA51 malB::Tn9Cam #8 

SMR24891 x P1 
(SMR3685) 

24901 MG1655 rpoB8(Q513P) btuB::Tn10 zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT 
λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #1 

SMR24738 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24902 MG1655 rpoB8(Q513P) btuB::Tn10 zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT 
λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #2 

SMR24738 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24903 MG1655 rpoB2(H526Y) btuB::Tn10 zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT 
λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #1 

SMR24739 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24904 MG1655 rpoB2(H526Y) btuB::Tn10 zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT 
λcIts857 PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #2 

SMR24739 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24905 MG1655 rpoB3595(S522F) btuB::Tn10 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #1 

SMR24821 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24906 MG1655 rpoB3595(S522F) btuB::Tn10 
zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #2 

SMR24821 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24907 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #1 

SMR24827 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24908 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 zfe2512.7::FRTkanFRT λcIts857 
PRruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #2 

SMR24827 x P1 
(SMR23799) 

24909 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT recAN304D #1 

SMR24895 x 
pCP20 

24910 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT recAN304D #2 

SMR24895 x 
pCP20 

24911 BW25113 cycA::FRTKanFRT (from Christophe Herman lab)  
24912 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 

FRT zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT FRT I-
siteL FRTcatFRT RecAN304D #1 

SMR22658 x 
P1(SMR24893) 

24913 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT FRT I-
siteL FRTcatFRT RecAN304D #2 

SMR22658 x 
P1(SMR24893) 

24939 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfp FRT pncC-
recA::FRT [pKD46] 

SMR24887 x 
pKD46 

24940 BW25113 cycA::FRT #1 SMR24911 x 
pCP20 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
24941 BW25113 cycA::FRT #2 SMR24911 x 

pCP20 
24942 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT pncC-
recA::FRT FRTcatFRT pncC-PrecA-cycA #1 

SMR24939 short 
homology from 
pKD3 using p193, 
p194 

24943 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT pncC-
recA::FRT FRTcatFRT pncC-PrecA-cycA #2 

SMR24939 short 
homology from 
pKD3 using p193, 
p194 

24944 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT pncC-
recA::FRT FRTcatFRT pncC-PcycA-cycA #1 

SMR24939 x SH 
(use 
QMp195,p194 to 
move FRTcatFRT 
pncC from 
SMR24895 to 
upstream of cycA 
native promoter) 

24945 MG1655 FNR+ [pKD46] SMR15482 x 
pKD46 

24946 MG1655 FNR+ cycA FRTcatFRT #1 SMR15482 x 
pKD46 x SH (use 
QMp196,p197 to 
insert FRTcatFRT 
to the downstream 
intergenic region 
of cycA)  

24947 MG1655 FNR+ cycA FRTcatFRT #2 SMR15482 x 
pKD46 x SH (use 
QMp196,p197 to 
insert FRTcatFRT 
to the downstream 
intergenic region 
of cycA)  

24948 BW25113 cycA::FRT [pKD46] SMR24911 x 
pCP20 

24949 BW25113 cycA::FRT  recN::cycA FRTcatFRT #2 SMR24911 x 
pCP20 x SH (use 
QMp198,p199 to 
replace recN with 
cycA FRTcatFRT)  

24950 BW25113 cycA::FRT  recN::cycA FRTcatFRT #3 SMR24911 x 
pCP20 x SH (use 
QMp198,p199 to 
replace recN with 
cycA FRTcatFRT)  

24951 MG1655 FNR+ cycA::FRTKanFRT #1 SMR15482 x 
P1(SMR24911) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
24952 MG1655 FNR+ cycA::FRTKanFRT #2 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR24911) 
24953 MG1655 FNR+ cycA::FRTKanFRT recN::cycA FRTcatFRT #1 SMR24951 x P1 

(SMR24950) 
24954 MG1655 FNR+ cycA::FRTKanFRT recN::cycA FRTcatFRT #2 SMR24951 x P1 

(SMR24950) 
24955 MG1655 FNR+ recN::FRTKanFRT #1 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR20997) 
24956 MG1655 FNR+ recN::FRTKanFRT #2 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR20997) 
24957 MG1655 FNR+ FRTcatFRT pncC-PrecA-cycA #1 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR24943) 
24958 MG1655 FNR+ FRTcatFRT pncC-PrecA-cycA #2 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR24943) 
24959 MG1655 FNR+ FRTcatFRT pncC-PcycA-cycA #1 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR24944) 
24960 MG1655 FNR+ FRTcatFRT pncC-PcycA-cycA #2 SMR15482 x 

P1(SMR24944) 
24961 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PrecA-cycA #1 SMR24957 x 

pCP20 
24962 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PrecA-cycA #2 SMR24957 x 

pCP20 
24963 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PcycA-cycA #1 SMR24959 x 

pCP20 
24964 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PcycA-cycA #2 SMR24959 x 

pCP20 
24965 JA200 [Ptac greA] JA200 
24966 22529 [Ptac greA] SMR22529 x 

SMR24965 
24967 22529 [Ptac] SMR22529 x 

SMR23668 
24968 15482 btuB::Tn10 rpoB2 rpoC-FRTcatFRT #1 SMR24864 x 

SH(use 
QMp205,QMp206 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space behind 
rpoC) 

24969 15482 btuB::Tn10 rpoB2 rpoC-FRTcatFRT #2 SMR24864 x 
SH(use 
QMp205,QMp206 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space behind 
rpoC) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
24970 22529 rpoB2 rpoC FRTcatFRT #19 SMR22529 x 

P1(SMR24968) 
and select for lost 
of btuB::Tn10 

24971 MG1655 FNR+ cycA::FRT recN::cycA FRT #2 SMR24953 x 
pCP20 

24972 MG1655 FNR+ cycA::FRT recN::cycA FRT #3 SMR24953 x 
pCP20 

24973 MG1655 FNR+ recN::FRT #1 SMR24955 x 
pCP20 

24974 MG1655 FNR+ recN::FRT #2 SMR24955 x 
pCP20 

24975 22529 rpoB2 rpoC-FRT #1 SMR24970 x 
pCP20 

24976 22529 rpoB2 rpoC-FRT #2 SMR24970 x 
pCP20 

24977 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 [pKD46] SMR24738 x 
pKD46 

24978 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 rpoC FRTcatFRT #1 SMR24977 x 
SH(use 
QMp205,QMp206 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space behind 
rpoC) 

24979 22529 rpoB2 FRTcatFRT recAN304D #1 SMR24975 x P1 
(SMR24893) 

24980 22529 rpoB2 FRTcatFRT recAN304D #2 SMR24975 x P1 
(SMR24893) 

24981 22529 rpoB2 recA::Tn10dCam #1 SMR24975 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

24982 22529 rpoB2 recA::Tn10dCam #2 SMR24975 x P1 
(SMR4610) 

24983 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PrecA-cycA lexA3 malB::Tn9 #2 SMR24961 x P1 
(SMR821) 

24984 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PcycA-cycA lexA3 malB::Tn9 #1 SMR24963 x P1 
(SMR821) 

24985 MG1655 FNR+ FRT pncC-PcycA-cycA lexA3 malB::Tn9 #2 SMR24963 x P1 
(SMR821) 

24986 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
pncC-PrecA-cycA #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR24943) 

24987 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
pncC-PrecA-cycA #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR24943) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
24988 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
pncC-PcycA-cycA #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR24944) 

24989 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT 
pncC-PcycA-cycA #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR24944) 

24990 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 #1 SMR15482 x 
P1(SMR24738) 

24991 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 #2 SMR15482 x 
P1(SMR24738) 

24992 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRT pncC-
PrecA-cycA #1 

SMR24986 x 
pCP20 

24993 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRT pncC-
PrecA-cycA #2 

SMR24986 x 
pCP20 

24994 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRT pncC-
PcycA-cycA #1 

SMR24988 x 
pCP20 

24995 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7:: PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRT pncC-
PcycA-cycA #2 

SMR24988 x 
pCP20 

24996 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆greA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x 
P1(SMR16868) 

24997 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆greA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22529 x 
P1(SMR16868) 

24998 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆dksA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x 
P1(SMR10382) 

24999 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆dksA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22529 x 
P1(SMR10382) 

25000 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆greB::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(CH414 
Christophe 
Herman lab) 

25001 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆greB::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(CH414 
Christophe 
Herman lab) 

26388 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PsulAmCherry FRTcatFRT 
zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR17962) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
26389 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PsulAmCherry FRTcatFRT 

zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR17962) 

26390 MG1655 rpoB8 btuB::FRTKanFRT #1 SMR24738 x P1 
(keio btuB) 

26391 MG1655 rpoB8 btuB::FRTKanFRT #2 SMR24738 x P1 
(keio btuB) 

26392 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greA::FRT #1 

SMR24996 x 
pCP20 

26393 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greA::FRT #2 

SMR24996 x 
pCP20 

26394 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greB::FRT #1 

SMR25000 x 
pCP20 

26395 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greB::FRT #2 

SMR25000 x 
pCP20 

26396 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-
site L #1 

SMR23848 x 
pCP20 

26397 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-
site L #2 

SMR23848 x 
pCP20 

26398 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-
site L dnaA46Ts tnaA::FRTKanFRT #5 

SMR26396 x P1 
(SMR20333) 

26399 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-
site L dnaA46Ts tnaA::FRTKanFRT #6 

SMR26396 x P1 
(SMR20333) 

26400 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-
site L dnaA(WT) tnaA::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR26396 x P1 
(SMR20333) 
select for 
dnaA(WT)  

26401 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI zgg3100.8::PN25tetR 
FRT zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-
site L dnaA(WT) tnaA::FRTKanFRT #4 

SMR26396 x P1 
(SMR20333) 
select for 
dnaA(WT)  

26402 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI ∆upp::PsulAgfp-mut2 
FRTcat FRT zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-site L 
dnaA46Ts tnaA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR26398 x P1 
(SMR10726) 

26403 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI ∆upp::PsulAgfp-mut2 
FRTcat FRT zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-site L 
dnaA46Ts tnaA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR26398 x P1 
(SMR10726) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
26404 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI ∆upp::PsulAgfp-mut2 

FRTcat FRT zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-site L 
dnaA(WT) tnaA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR26400 x P1 
(SMR10726) 

26405 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBADI-SceI ∆upp::PsulAgfp-mut2 
FRTcat FRT zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT FRT I-site L 
dnaA(WT) tnaA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR26400 x P1 
(SMR10726) 

26406 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT #1 

SMR23811 x 
pCP20 

26407 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT #2 

SMR23811 x 
pCP20 

26408 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greA::FRT 
∆dksA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR26392 x 
P1(SMR10382) 

26409 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greA::FRT 
∆dksA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR26392 x 
P1(SMR10382) 

26410 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greB::FRT 
∆dksA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR26394 x 
P1(SMR10382) 

26411 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greB::FRT 
∆dksA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR26394 x 
P1(SMR10382) 

26412 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greB::FRT 
∆greA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR26394 x 
P1(SMR16868) 

26413 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆greB::FRT 
∆greA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR26394 x 
P1(SMR16868) 

26414 MG1655 flhCflag3 Fitzgerald et al. 
Plos genetics 
(2014) 

26415 MG1655 flhCflag3 Fitzgerald et al. 
Plos genetics 
(2014) 

26416 MG1655 flhCflag3 FRTcatFRT-ftnB #1 SMR26414 x 
SH(use 
QMp211,QMp212 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space upstream of 
ftnB) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
26417 MG1655 flhCflag3 FRTcatFRT-ftnB #3 SMR26414 x 

SH(use 
QMp211,QMp212 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space upstream of 
ftnB) 

26418 MG1655 flhCflag3 FRTcatFRT-ftnB #1 SMR26415 x 
SH(use 
QMp211,QMp212 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space upstream of 
ftnB) 

26419 MG1655 flhCflag3 FRTcatFRT-ftnB #3 SMR26415 x 
SH(use 
QMp211,QMp212 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space upstream of 
ftnB) 

26420 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 [pKD46] #1 SMR24990 x 
pKD46 

26421 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 rpoC-FRTcatFRT #1 SMR26420 x 
SH(use 
QMp205,QMp206 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space behind 
rpoC) 

26422 MG1655 btuB::Tn10 rpoB8 rpoC-FRTcatFRT #2 SMR26420 x 
SH(use 
QMp205,QMp206 
to insert 
FRTcatFRT into 
the intergenic 
space behind 
rpoC) 

26423 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT rpoB8 rpoC-
FRTcatFRT #7 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR26422) 
select to unlink 
btuB::Tn10 

26424 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDefre(D7N/E66D)flag FRT flhCflag3 
FRTcatFRT-ftnB #1 

SMR26406 x P1 
(SMR26418) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
26425 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetR FRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)flag FRT flhCflag3 
FRTcatFRT-ftnB #2 

SMR26406 x P1 
(SMR26418) 

26426 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT flhCflag3 
FRTcatFRT-ftnB #1 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR26418) 

26427 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT flhCflag3 
FRTcatFRT-ftnB #2 

SMR22529 x P1 
(SMR26418) 

26428 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  recA430 
∆srlR::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x P1 
(SMR10666) 

26429 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT  recA430 
∆srlR::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x P1 
(SMR10666) 

26430 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆srlR::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x P1 
(SMR10461) 

26431 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆srlR::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x P1 
(SMR10461) 

26433 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆tus::FRTKanFRT 
#2 

Another isolate for 
SMR26432 
(published) 

26435 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT FRTcatFRT RecA 
N304D #2 

Another isolate for 
SMR26434 
(published) 

26437 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆dif-
hipAB::FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
SH(use 
QMp219,QMp221 
to replace dif-
hipAB with 
FRTcatFRT) 

26438 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆dif-
hipAB::FRTcatFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
SH(use 
QMp219,QMp221 
to replace dif-
hipAB with 
FRTcatFRT) 

26439 BW25113 ∆yddW::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
26440 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆yddW::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(JW1486) 

26441 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆yddW::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(JW1486) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
26442 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆sulA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR18791) 

26443 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆sulA::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR18791) 

26445 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆difFRTcatFRT #3 

Another isolate for 
SMR26444 
(published) 

26446 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆dif-
hipAB::FRTcatFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR26437) 

26447 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT ∆dif-
hipAB::FRTcatFRT #3 

SMR19425 x 
P1(SMR26437) 

26448 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆slmA::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(JW1641) 

26449 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆slmA::FRTKanFRT #3 

SMR19425 x 
P1(JW1641) 

26450 BW25113 ∆xerC::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
26451 BW25113 ∆xerD::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
26453 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆xerC::FRTKanFRT #2 

Another isolate for 
SMR26452 
(published) 

26455 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆xerD::FRTKanFRT #2 

Another isolate for 
SMR26454 
(published) 

26456 parE10(Ts) David Bates 
26457 parC1215(Ts) David Bates 
26458 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT [pBAD332-parCE-
Kan] #1 

SMR19425 x 
pDB332 

26459 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT [pBAD332-parCE-
Kan] #2 

SMR19425 x 
pDB332 

26460 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT [pBAD332-Kan] #1 

SMR19425 x 
pBAD332-Kan 

26461 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT [pBAD332-Kan] #2 

SMR19425 x 
pBAD332-Kan 

26462 BW25113 ∆ycbG(matP)::FRTKanFRT Keio collection 
26463 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆ycbG(matP)::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR19425 x 
P1(JW0939) 

26464 594r-m+ ∆attλ::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvC(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆ycbG(matP)::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR19425 x 
P1(JW0939) 
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SMR# Genotype Parent 
26465 BW25113 ∆btuB::FRTKanFRT  
26466 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 

zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆btuB::FRTKanFRT #1 

SMR22529 x 
P1(JW3938) 

26467 MG1655 ∆araBAD567 ∆attλ::PBAD zgg3100.8::PN25tetRFRT 
zfe2512.7::PN25tetOruvCDef(D7N/E66D)gfpFRT 
∆btuB::FRTKanFRT #2 

SMR22529 x 
P1(JW3938) 
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Appendix B 

Primers Sequence(5'-3') Strains 
193	 CCTTTAGTCAGTCTATGATACGACGAATCTGTATCGGGAC		

aagcaattatactgtatgct	
SMR24942	
SMR22943	

194	 TCGCGTTATCACCGTGATATGACACTCACTTTAAACATAA		
tcgtaaaattgcaacgccaa	

SMR24942	
SMR22943	
SMR24944	

195	 TACGCGGGATGAATACTAAGATTTAGATCTAATGTTAATT	
agtgttttgtagaaattgtt	

SMR24944	

196	 ATTATCATGCTGGATGGCGCAATGCCATCCAGCTTTTAGA	
gtgtaggctggagctgcttc	

SMR24946	
SMR24947	

197	 AAACAATGTACTGTTCCCACGCGCGCTGGCGGGTGAGTGA	
atgggaattagccatggtcc		

SMR24946	
SMR24947	

198	 CTGTATATAAAACCAGTTTATACTGTACACAATAACAGTA	
GTCCCGATACAGATTCGTCG	

SMR24949	
SMR24950	

199	 CGTTTTGCTGTTTACTCTGACCGTGAAGCAGGAAAAAAGT	
atgggaattagccatggtcc		

SMR24949	
SMR24950	

205	 TATTTAAGGAATTTCTGAATACTCATAATCAATGTAGAGA	
gtgtaggctggagctgcttc	

SMR24968	
SMR24969	
SMR26421	
SMR26422	

206	 TTTGACTCAATTAGTTCAGTCAGTTTCAGGATATTAGTCA	
atgggaattagccatggtcc	

SMR24968	
SMR24969	
SMR26421	
SMR26422	

211	 gtggaaaatgcacgtcattcatttcgtcattaattatcac	
atgggaattagccatggtcc	

SMR26416	
SMR26417	
SMR26418	
SMR26419	

212	 	atggctctcattatacgtgttctgttaattaatgagcaca	
gtgtaggctggagctgcttc	

SMR26416	
SMR26417	
SMR26418	
SMR26419	

219	 taa	cga	cta	cca	gaa	aag	cac	ttc	gca	tca	ctc	aga	cat	gat	ggg	
aat	tag	cca	tgg	

SMR26437	
SMR26438	

221	 atatccccttaagcggataaacttgctgtggacgtatgac	
gtgtaggctggagctgcttc	

SMR26437	
SMR26438	
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